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ABSTRACT 

Electrical steels are one type of soft magnetic material. They are based on Fe-Si alloys and 

are widely used for magnetic cores in transformers and electric motors. It is well known that Fe-

6.5Si wt% is the most efficient composition; however, at such a high silicon concentration 

(6.5wt.% = 12.1 at.% Si in Fe), the poor workability of the alloy makes it unacceptable for 

industrial production via conventional sheet steel rolling processes.  

This problem was approached in two different ways. First, a machining-based approach 

that suppresses the mechanisms that lead to cracking during conventional rolling was implemented 

for processing of thin metal strips. Two related machining-based sheet production technologies 

called free machining (FM), and hybrid cutting extrusion (HCE) were used to produce strips of 

high resistivity electrical steel. The maximum strip width achieved was 50 mm, and it was 

produced with a combination of FM and light rolling with a surface roughness comparable to cold-

rolled sheet surfaces. Second, a new experimental alloy Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% was developed with 

improved magnetic properties compared to ~ Fe-3.2Si wt% and outstanding workability. Results 

report that the new experimental alloy has an electrical resistivity of 85 ± 3 𝜇Ω ∙ 𝑐𝑚 which is higher 

than Fe-6.5%Si. Also, the results on the Fe-4Si-4Cr workability show that this new alloy can 

withstand 75% cold-rolled reduction. The magnetic properties characterization was done via 

standard stacked toroid testing, and results show that Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy exhibits 

excellent magnetic performance with a reduction in core losses of 33% at 400 Hz compared to 

commercial alloys with ~ Fe-3.2Si wt%.  

Recrystallization kinetics and texture evolution in the experimental alloy were evaluated 

for traditionally rolled and machining-based samples. Results were used to construct annealing 

maps. These maps represent the stages of the annealing process for a range of temperature versus 

time conditions, i.e., the annealing maps are a graphical summary showing the different stages of 

the annealing process for the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy in the two conditions. Despite the 

significant differences in the deformation texture of the two conditions, the recrystallization 

kinetics were similar. Finally, the two conditions retained the as-deformed texture in the 

intermediate annealing but to a lesser degree after completing a full anneal. In the case of the rolled 

sample, it is possible to trace the original texture fibers (γ-fiber, the partial α-fiber, and the θ -fiber) 
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in the fully annealed data, but the texture intensity is just 2.5 mrd. On the other hand, the texture 

of the fully annealed HCE sample changes as compared to the as-deformed condition, located close 

to (110)[11̅2] with a surprisingly strong peak of ~ 25 mrd. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Based on the calculations reported by the DOE [1], a reduction of 37% in core losses of 

electrical motors would save approximately 0.44% of all the electrical energy consumed in the US. 

Additionally, approximately 6% of the energy generated in the US is lost in transmission and 

distribution based on the EIA (the U.S. Energy Information Administration) and the loss can be 

greater than 15% in underdeveloped countries. Reductions in energy loss on energy transformation 

devices like magnetic transformers and electrical motors could save millions of dollars to the 

country and could also represent an important reduction of CO2 emissions for the planet since less 

electrical power would be needed to satisfy the current power demand. 

Energy losses in magnetic transformers can be classified as due to winding resistance, core 

losses, and flux leakage. On the other hand, electrical motors have additional losses, which 

include stator and rotor resistance losses, frictional losses, and stray load losses. Independent of 

the type of electrical machine, core losses are one of the dominant components that determine the 

efficiency of an electrical motor and a magnetic transformer [2]. Core losses directly relate to the 

magnetic properties of the materials used to build the magnetic core of these devices. Laminated 

soft magnetic materials are used to build the magnetic cores of electrical motors and magnetic 

transformers.  

Electrical steel or iron-silicon (Fe-Si) alloys are the most used type of soft magnetic alloy. 

These type of alloys are characterized for having a high magnetic efficiency (low core losses, and 

high permeability) and they are produced in the sheet form to reduce deleterious eddy current 

losses [3], [4]. The eddy current losses are one of the so-called core losses. Moreover, the eddy 

current losses become the predominant source of energy lost in high-frequency applications (above 

traditional 50-60 Hz). Thus, one significant way to reduce core losses is by reducing eddy current 

losses, and this can be achieved by increasing the electrical resistivity of the soft magnetic material 

and by reducing the thickness of the electrical steel sheet. Silicon is a key component to the 

outstanding magnetic performance of electrical steels. There is extensive research that proves all 

the benefits that silicon has in the electrical steel magnetic performance, but it is also well known 

that silicon markedly deteriorates the workability of these alloys. For years, Fe-6.5Si wt% (12.1Si 

at%) has proved to be the most efficient electrical steel alloy in terms of magnetic permeability, 
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magnetostriction, and core losses. However, silicon has such a dramatic detrimental effect on the 

workability of these alloys that the traditional rolling industry limits the content of silicon under ~ 

3.2wt% (6.2-6.7 at%) to avoid material cracking during cold deformation. 

 This workability issue has been under the research radar for years, and investigators have 

proposed several ideas to solve this problem. Probably the most outstanding effort, in terms of 

processing, has been the production of Fe-6.5Si wt% sheets by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

coating of silicon on the cold-rolled 3.2%Si sheet, followed by diffusion annealing. However, 

despite the several alternative methods, there has not been an impact in the production industry 

mainly because of the considerably higher costs compared to traditional rolling [5]–[12]. One 

recent effort to overcome this workability issue has been the use of machining-based processes to 

manufacture Fe-Si alloys. Free machining (FM) and Hybrid Cutting Extrusion (HCE, also 

previously known as LSEM–Large Strain Extrusion Machining) are manufacturing technologies 

which have proved the feasibility of machining processing to produce strips of low-workability 

alloys [13]–[15], and there is sufficient literature that explains in detail the mechanics of FM and 

HCE [16]–[19].  

Problem statement 

The detrimental workability effect of silicon restricts the maximum potential of Fe-Si alloys 

for commercial applications. This thesis approaches this problem via two different ways: 

1. Develop a new electrical steel alloy with magnetic performance similar to Fe-6.5Si wt%, 

but with better workability.  

2. Produce strips of the new alloy using hybrid deformation processing. 

The first approach taken in this work to optimize electrical steel while taking care of 

workability issues is based on the idea of substituting some silicon with chromium. This elemental 

substitution aims to obtain an alloy with outstanding magnetic performance, but with improved 

workability as opposed to Fe-6.5Si wt%. The idea of using chromium as a substitute of silicon 

comes from the fact that this element has a significant effect on the electrical resistivity of iron, 

which is a key parameter to control eddy current loses especially for high-frequency applications, 

but the strengthening effect of chromium on iron compared to silicon is rather low [20]–[24]. The 

second approach of this research work is to use hybrid deformation processing, FM and HCE 
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combined with light cold-rolling, to produce strips of the new experimental alloy. The combination 

of these machining-based processes with rolling introduces an alternative manufacturing technique 

to produce electrical steel sheets.  

The goal of this thesis is to resolve the following questions:   

1. Can Cr partially substitute Si to obtain an alloy with similar magnetic performance to Fe-

6.5Si, but with better workability (cold-rollable)? 

2. Can sheet of the high-resistivity electrical steel alloy be produced in thin-gauge forms by 

the hybrid deformation processing? 

 

The specific objectives are: 

1. Develop an Fe-Si-Cr electrical steel alloys with electrical resistivity equal or higher than 

Fe-6.5Si wt%, but with better workability (cold workable). 

2. Study the microstructure development of the hybrid deformation process on the Fe-Si-Cr 

experimental alloy. 

3. Scale up the hybrid deformation processes to produce strips  of Fe-Si-Cr experimental alloy 

up to 50 mm in width. 

4. Produce Fe-Si-Cr sheet with outstanding magnetic performance (core loss reduction 

compared to commercial benchmark Fe-3.2Si wt% or M19) 
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 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Plastic deformation and slip systems 

Plastic deformation has many definitions, they vary depending on the scale and materials. 

For metals, at the atomic scale, plastic deformation is defined as the motion of several dislocations 

towards a similar direction. Dislocation keeps moving towards the surface, and when they reach 

the surface, they leave a step at the atomic level. When this process repeats for millions of 

dislocations, it yields deformation at the macroscopic scale. The dislocation density is the total 

dislocation length per unit volume, or it can also be explained as the total dislocations lines per 

unit are of surface. On metals, dislocation density is usually around 108cm−2 [25]. Although 

dislocations are the key to plastic deformation, having too many dislocations is not beneficial to 

the deformation ability (or workability) of a material. A dislocation line has a stress field around 

it. Two dislocations that interact via their stress fields can inhibit one each other. This becomes 

inevitable when the dislocation density is high (1012cm−2), which it is what happens when a 

material is plastically deformed. In other words, as metals are plastically deformed, they 

continuously lose the ability to keep deforming. 

Dislocations do not have the same mobility in all directions. There are preferred planes and 

directions (inside those planes) for dislocations to slip. Dislocations follow these patterns to 

maintain the stress fields to a minimum, thus reducing internal energy. The unification of these 

slip planes and slip direction is called the slip system. The slip system of each crystalline material 

depends on the material crystalline structure. Consequently. The slip systems for FCC, BCC, HCP 

are all different. 

A slip plane is the plane with the highest density of atoms for a specific crystal structure, 

i.e., the crystallographic plane that has the highest packing density. Similarly, a slip direction is 

the direction within the slip plane with the highest atomic density, i.e., the crystal direction that 

crosses the most atoms inside the slip plane. Table 1 shows the different combinations of slip 

planes and directions for the main crystal structures [26]–[28]. 
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Table 1 Slip systems for FCC, BCC, and HCP structures. 

CRYSTAL 

STRUCTURE 

SLIP 

PLANE 

SLIP 

DIRECTION 

NUMBER OF SLIP 

SYSTEMS 

BCC 

{110} <1̅11> 12  

{211} <1̅11> 12  

{321} <1̅11> 24  

FCC {111} <1̅1̅0> 12  

HCP 

{0001} <112̅0> 3  

{101̅0} <112̅0> 3   

{101̅1̅} <112̅0> 6  

 

Materials that have many slip systems can withstand more plastic deformation, that is 

why for HCP the ability to plastically deform is poor, i.e., HCP metals have poor workability. 

2.2 Workability and rolling 

In metals, workability is the ability of a material to withstand plastic deformation without 

fracture or other defect formation. The workability of a metal is especially useful in bulk 

processing operations like forging and rolling. In metals processing, this term is key because of 

the role it takes to determine how difficult something will be to manufacture. For example, 

electrical steel with good workability can be produced by traditional rolling, which is a 

manufacturing process that produces massive amounts of sheet at a considerably low cost 

compared to more specialized techniques. On the other hand, low-workable electrical steel alloys 

(like Fe-6.5Si) cannot be manufactured by traditional rolling and it requires more specialized 

techniques like PVD and diffusion, or rolling-casting. As a result, Fe-6.5Si sheets are much more 

expensive. 

This workability issue for electrical steel alloys is the fundamental problem that this thesis 

work addresses, and it is studied around the world by different researches. Many investigators 

work to find ways to manufacture sheets of these low-workable alloys. Here are some examples 

found in the literature, just to mention some [3], [5], [14], [21], [22], [29]–[31]. 

The workability of a metal is not an intrinsic material property. In fact, workability depends 

also on the production process parameters like geometry, strain, strain rate, temperature, and 

friction. Additionally, material parameters like microstructure and texture influence the 

workability. One can say that workability is a property of the material-process system [32], [33], 
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because it is the interaction of these two what determines the workability. Some experts in the 

topic claim that “if the forming limit shall be determined for a given metal forming process under 

given conditions, a testing method which simulates this process should be used” [34]. In other 

words, to test the workability of the experimental alloys in a rolling operation, the testing method 

should be a simulation of the real process. Defects typical of poor workability during rolling 

operation are alligator cracks, surface cracks, and edge cracks. 

 

2.3 Electrical steel 

2.3.1 Electrical motors and magnetic transformers 

Before diving into all the technicalities of electrical steel, let us establish a context that will 

help understand the importance of these alloys. Electrical motors and magnetic transformers are 

present in almost any electric machine. These two apparatuses are key components for the 

industrial and residential facilities, i.e., electrical motors and magnetic transformers are massively 

used throughout the entire world. 

Figure 1 is a very simplified schematic of the magnetic transformer. In the most simplistic 

and fundamental way, a transformer works by having an alternating current traveling through a 

winding 1 that creates an alternating magnetic field. This magnetic field induces an alternating 

current in winding 2, and the differences between current 1 and 2 will depend on the number of 

turns in each winding. 

 

  

Figure 1 Basic schematic of a magnetic transformer (left) and a magnetic core (right). 
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Magnetic cores are made of stacked sheets of soft magnetic materials and are used on 

electromechanical and magnetic devices with alternating magnetic fields like electric motors and 

magnetic transformers. Magnetic cores are used to confine the magnetic flux, and to strengthen 

the magnetic fields produced by an electromagnetic coil, thus magnetic induction improves. 

Magnetic core losses represent a big component of the total energy loss of transformers and electric 

motors. Some studies have reported that, in electrical motors, core losses can reach >20% of the 

total loss [2]. On the other hand, the distribution energy loss of transformers depends on the load 

applied to the windings, and in cases of low load, core losses dominate the total loss distribution 

of these transformers. 

Naturally, one significant way to improve the efficiency of electrical motors and magnetic 

transformers is by reducing core losses, which can be done with the use of more efficient soft 

magnetic materials [35], [36]. 

2.3.2 Soft magnetic alloys 

Soft magnetic alloys are characterized for having a high magnetic permeability and flux 

saturation, and a low coercivity, core loss, and magnetostriction. These magnetic properties are 

key for the efficiency of conversion of magnetic transformers and electrical motors. Soft magnetic 

alloys can be divided into four main categories: permalloys (nickel-iron), soft ferrites, 

nanocrystalline or amorphous alloys, and the more traditional electrical steel alloys (Fe-Si). 

Although nanocrystalline alloys are the most efficient type engineered so far, electrical steel is the 

material that still dominates the market because of the large capital investment that would be 

required to switch to these alternative more efficient alloys, and because of the low cost of Fe-Si 

materials. 

2.3.3 Electrical steel / Fe-Si alloys 

Electrical steel is a widely used material in the power transformation industry and can be 

found as grain oriented (GO) and non-grain oriented (NGO) grades. These alloys are characterized 

for having a high magnetic efficiency (low core losses, and high permeability) and by being 

produced in thin sheet forms for lamination to reduce eddy current losses [3]. One reason for the 
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outstanding magnetic properties of electrical steels is the addition of silicon as an alloying element. 

There is extensive research that proves all the benefits that silicon adds to the electrical steel 

performance, but it is also well known that silicon markedly deteriorates the workability of these 

alloys. For years, Fe-6.5 Si wt% has proved to be the most efficient electrical steel alloy in terms 

of core losses and permeability, but the workability detriment of silicon is such that the traditional 

rolling industry keeps the content of silicon under ~ 3.2 wt %.  Figure 2A is a graph widely 

distributed by JFE-Corp that depicts the silicon effect on core loss and magnetostriction for pure 

Fe. Also, Figure 2B shows what occurs to a Fe-6.5Si wt% sample after withstanding less than 5% 

cold-work. 

 

 

Figure 2 A) Effect of Si on the core loss and permeability for pure Fe. Graph presented by JFE-

Steel Corp., B) Fe-6.5Si wt% cracked sample after even light cold rolling (after [14], with 

permission from Elsevier). 

 

For many years, researchers have worked on different ideas to overcome this workability 

issue. Probably the most outstanding effort in terms of processing has been the production of Fe-

6.5Si wt% sheets by CVD coating of cold-rolled 3.2Si wt% sheet with silicon and diffusion 

annealing, but despite the several alternative methods there has not been a considerable impact in 

the market mainly due to increased costs of these alternative production processes [5]–[8], [10]–

[12], [37]. 
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2.3.4 Why Fe-Si? 

A soft magnetic alloy is a material that is characterized with a high magnetic permeability 

and flux saturation, and a low coercivity, core loss, and magnetostriction. Pure iron excels at some 

of those requirements, especially for its high flux saturation of  2.158 T (21.58 kG) [38].  One 

property that pure iron does not excel at is electrical resistivity (9.8 𝜇Ω ∙ cm). The importance of 

electrical resistivity is related to the eddy current losses. The magnetic core losses will be further 

elaborated later in this document, but as a rule of thumb, the higher the electrical resistivity, the 

lower the eddy current losses. Besides high electrical resistivity, soft magnetic materials for 

electric motors and magnetic transformers application are required to be thin. Commercial 

electrical steel thickness traditionally ranges between 0.36 - 0.64 mm, but recently ultra-thin 

electrical steel (<0.36 mm) has gained popularity in the market because of its good performance 

in high-frequency applications. Iron workability excels compared to any other soft magnetic alloy, 

making it relatively easy to process by rolling into thin sheet on a massive scale. 

 Despite the good magnetic properties of iron, commercial electrical steel is usually a 

combination of >96Fe wt% in addition to other elements. Silicon is the main alloying element of 

traditional electrical steel. The benefits of silicon for the soft magnetic properties of iron are: a 

dramatic increase in electrical resistivity, lower magnetostriction, lower core losses, and a higher 

magnetic permeability [38], [39]. Besides the magnetic properties, other benefits of silicon are a 

reduction of the gamma loop of iron, enabling more precise control of microstructure development 

during processing. Also, silicon benefits the development of preferred orientation, which is ideal 

considering that the easy direction of magnetization of iron is [001]. Figure 2A shows the effect 

of silicon on core losses. As depicted by Figure 2A, Fe-6.5Si wt% is the most efficient 

composition. Also, Table 2 shows the composition effect on core loss and peak permeability for a 

range of commercial electrical steels. 
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Table 2 Electrical steel commercial alloys. Composition effect on core loss and peak 

permeability, data obtained from [38]. 

AISI TYPE Si+Al wt% 
MAX CORE LOSS AT 60HZ 
AND 1.5T (W/kg) 

RELATIVE PEAK PERMEABILITY 
AT 60HZ AND 1.5T  

M47 1.05 8.38 1300 

M45 1.85 6.39 1250 

M43 2.35 5.07 1100 

M36 2.65 4.52 930 

M27 2.80 4.19 870 

M22 3.20 4.08 750 

M19 3.30 3.83 660 

M15 3.50 3.70 375 

 

However, silicon has a detrimental effect on the workability of iron. This is probably the 

biggest challenge the electrical steel community has been trying to resolve for the past 50+ years. 

Commercial production of Fe-Si alloys are limited to Fe-3.2Si wt% because the traditional rolling 

production is incapable of processing the higher concentrations of silicon. Silicon has a potent 

strengthening effect on iron that has been widely documented. Although strengthening does not 

have a direct relationship to ductility, it is usually the case that a stronger and harder material will 

have a lower workability. This relates to the presence of crystalline defects and their effect on 

dislocation motion.  

There is another phenomenon that impacts the workability of electrical steel. Figure 3 is 

the Fe-Si phase diagram. Using this diagram, one can appreciate what happens to the crystal 

structure as Si% increases. Fe-Si system undergoes a continuous order-disorder transformation 

from α-Fe to α2. In the α2 region, there is a presence of B2 and D03 brittle phases. This has a 

dramatic effect on the alloy workability [40], [41]. This ordering effect relates to the change on 

the preference of silicon to pair with iron, i.e., as silicon content increases, it is more energetically 

favorable to form these ordered phases than having Si distributed around the α-Fe matrix randomly. 

Another important part of this phase diagram is that one can see the effect of silicon on the Fe 

gamma loop as it was mentioned before. Above approximately 2Si wt%, it is possible to do any 

type of heat treatment while always maintaining the BCC structure [42]–[44]. 
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Figure 3 Fe-Si Phase diagram (after [45], with permission from Springer). 
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Alloy impurities such as carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur are commonly found in steel. 

Electrical steel is not the exception, and the electrical steel manufacturers have to manage the 

deleterious effects of the impurities. Carbon is especially detrimental to the magnetic properties of 

Fe-Si steels. Figure 4 shows the effect of carbon on the hysteresis core loss of unalloyed iron. This 

figure shows that C% has a detrimental effect on the core loss of iron, and that there is a significant 

drop from about 0.01 to 0 C%. Very small concentrations of carbon can influence the  magnetic 

properties of iron. At C% above the solubility limit on iron at room temperature, carbon will form 

carbides and precipitate into very small particles. These particles restrict the movement of the 

magnetic domains, thus having a detrimental effect of the magnetic properties. This effect is called 

magnetic aging. All finished electrical steel products should have <0.003% (30 PPM) to avoid this 

effect. 

 

Figure 4 Carbon % effect on the hysteresis loss of pure iron at 1T (from [38], with permission 

from ASM International). 

2.3.5 Alternative techniques to produce Fe-6.5 Si wt% 

Fe-6.5Si wt% electrical steel is such a promising material, not only for its high electrical 

resistivity but also for its very low magnetostriction. Finding alternative ways to produce this alloy 

has been for years a popular topic for discussion. Many solutions have arisen, but only a few of 

them have been relevant in the field. Two techniques have been widely discussed, melt spinning 

and CVD + diffusion. Both techniques proved it is possible to manufacture Fe-6.5Si wt% [11], 
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[46]–[48]. However, these techniques did not dominate the electrical steel market because of the 

higher costs of production compared to traditional rolling. 

2.4 The relevance of texture 

There are 2 types of electrical steels: grain oriented (GO), and non-grain oriented (NGO). 

GO electrical steels are sheets of metal with a high degree of preferred orientation. Goss texture 

(named after its inventor N. P. Goss), also called cube-on-edge texture, is the main orientation 

found in GO steels. This orientation is characterized for having {110} planes parallel to the sheet 

surface and <001> directions parallel to the rolling direction (RD). Commercial alloys of electrical 

steel are usually found as BCC - Fe-α, and for this type of crystallographic structure, <001> is the 

easy direction of magnetization.  

Goss textured sheets have considerably better magnetic properties along the RD than the 

NGO sheets in any direction. However, magnetic properties through any other of the main 

directions (normal direction [ND] and transverse direction [TD]) would be lower than a NGO 

sheet. Texture can be defined as the distribution of crystallographic orientations in a 

polycrystalline material. Percentages of around 40% of the grains oriented in one direction would 

represent a strong textured material. In the best of the cases, when an effort is made to reduce 

texture, one can say that this material has a “random” texture. Nevertheless, when a material is 

processed, there is always some type of remaining preferred orientation coming from the previous 

manufacturing steps. Thus, it is not accurate to say that a material does not have texture. 

GO electrical steels are only used on stationary applications where it is possible to control 

the magnetic flux path through the rolling direction of the sheets. For rotational application like 

motors, NGO sheets are preferred. Another popular type of orientation is the cube texture. This 

orientation is characterized by having {100} planes parallel to the sheet surface and two <001> 

directions in the sheet plane. This texture is ideal for electrical steel used in rotatory applications. 

However, it is not widely used because there is no commercial process to produce it at a massive 

scale.  

There are many ways to represent texture in materials, some of them depend on the type of 

deformation process. Figure 5 shows an example proposed by Suwas & Ray [49]. There are three 

sheets of metal, each one representing a different level of texture. Figure 5 represents how different 
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would be a strong textured material compared to a randomly textured sample and a material with 

2 texture components. Texture is usually denoted by Miller indices. In rolling, it is necessary to 

know both which plane of the oriented crystals is parallel to the rolling plane, and which direction 

of the oriented crystals is parallel to the rolling direction. With wire drawing, it is enough to know 

the orientation of the crystal’s axis relative to the longer dimension of the piece. 

 

 

Figure 5 Three sheets of metal depicting a) random texture, b) strong texture with (100) [010] 

orientation, and c) a material with 2 textures (from [49], with permission from Springer). 

The representation of texture gets more complicated when a material has a series of texture 

components such as {h1𝑘1𝑙1} <𝑢1𝑣1𝑤1>, but also {h2𝑘2𝑙2} <𝑢2𝑣2𝑤2 >,…{h𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑙𝑛}<𝑢𝑛𝑣𝑛𝑤𝑛 >. 

It is necessary then to include a way to represent the relative intensities of the different orientations, 

usually expressed as multiples of random distribution (mrd). Stereographic projections of the 

crystallographic texture, called pole figures, are used to represent texture. Poles figures provide 

useful information to analyze the texture of materials. Figure 6A is a representation of a Goss 

textured grain in a sheet. Also, Figure 6B shows the hypothetical (100) pole figure for a 100% 

Goss textured sample.  
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Figure 6 A) Schematic of how a Goss crystal orientates with respect to the sheet main directions, 

and b) ideal Goss texture on (100) pole figure (from [50], with permission from Wiley). 

 

  Nevertheless, pole figures are limited. Poles figures are 2D representations and crystals are 

3D shapes. This difference lowers the resolution of the texture information that can be displayed 

in a pole figure. What has been used to solve this problem is the method called “orientation 

distribution function” (ODF) [49]. The orientation distribution function (ODF) is a representation 

of the density of the crystallographic orientations of a material in Euler angles 𝜑1,,Φ, 𝜑2 as 

described by Bunge [51]. In a similar way to the contour lines for pole figures, ODF uses contour 

lines to depict the intensity of the orientation. The ODF is a 3D representation of texture. Usually, 

𝜑2 is fixed at certain angles from 0 to 90° (usually jumping every 5°), thus 2D representations can 

be evaluated. Regularly, ODFs at 𝜑2 = 45° are the most used ones for steels.  Figure 7 shows the 

ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45° for a cold-rolled interstitial-free steel obtained from experimental data, 

in addition to the representation of the main rolling texture components in the Euler space for 𝜑2 

= 45°. Cold rolled specimens are usually characterized for the presence of the γ-fiber and the partial 

α-fiber. The γ-fiber is a continuous series of texture components in the Euler space (𝜑1= 0 - 90°, 

Φ=55°, and  𝜑2=45°) that are identified for having the <111> parallel to the sheet normal direction 

(ND), and the crystallographic direction range from [11̅0] to [1̅1̅2], as shown in Figure 7. On the 

other hand, the partial α-fiber (𝜑1= 0°, Φ=0-55°, and  𝜑2=45°) is characterized for having the 

<110> parallel to the rolling direction (RD) and the crystallographic planes range from (001) to 

(111) as shown in Figure 7. Finally, another important texture is the θ-fiber (𝜑1= 0°, Φ=0-90°, 

and  𝜑2=45°) which is characterized for having the <100> parallel to the normal direction of the 

sheet, and the crystallographic directions range from [11̅0] to [1̅1̅0] as shown in Figure 7. The θ -
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fiber is not as common as the other two, but it is more beneficial for the magnetic properties. Also, 

the θ-fiber is also known as the λ-fiber is some papers. 

 

 

Figure 7 ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45° for cold-rolled interstitial free steel; a) is an example from 

experimental data, and b) is the representation of the ideal rolling texture component in the Euler 

space (from [52], with permission from Elsevier). 

 

 Finally, it is also possible to represent texture using the electron backscattered diffraction 

technique (EBSD) to plot inverse pole figure maps. In EBSD, diffracted rays are obtained when 

an electron beam interacts with a crystalline sample tilted around 70º (more diffracted rays are 

obtained at this angle). In SEM, when the electron beam interacts with the sample, back scattered 

electrons are obtained in the process. There is a finite probability that some of these scattered 

electron beams would interact with the lattice planes of the sample surface at the right angle to 

satisfy Bragg’s law. The satisfaction of this law would lead to a constructive interference, thus 

producing strong diffracted electron beams that contain all the information about the relationships 

of the crystallographic planes of the sample (microstructure, orientation, etc.). When a phosphor 

screen is placed just in front of the sample, a pattern shows up on it. These diffracted patterns are 

called “Kikuchi patterns”. Following this idea, in EBSD millions of data points are collected to 

construct and inverse pole figure map (IPF map) that will show the orientation of each individual 

grain relative to the specimen coordinates. Figure 8 shows an example of an IPF map for the RD 

and the ND for visualization.  
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Figure 8 Examples of IPF maps collected via EBSD for electrical steel sample. A) IPF map with 

crystallographic direction parallel to the RD, B) IPF map with crystallographic direction parallel 

to the ND, and C) IPF showing the color coding of the EBSD picture. 

2.5 Fundamentals of magnetism in electrical steel 

There are 5 types of magnetism, ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, paramagnetic, anti-

ferromagnetism, and diamagnetism. This thesis deals only with ferromagnetic materials.  

Ferromagnetism is a phenomenon where materials are attracted to magnets and can be easily 

magnetized. This behavior is related to iron, cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni), but it is also possible in 

their alloys. Additionally, some rare earth elements can be ferromagnetic [53].  

Ferromagnetic materials have a unique behavior that explains their ability to be attracted to 

magnets or turn into a magnet. Ferromagnetic materials have a microstructural feature called 

magnetic domains. At the atomic level, each atom can be seen as an atomic electromagnet. In 

ferromagnetic materials, groups of atoms tend to align their unpaired electron spins in the same 

direction, forming groups of so-called magnetic domains. 

Each magnetic domain produces an intense magnetic field, but a polycrystalline material has 

millions of these magnetic domains oriented in different random directions, which turns into 

having a demagnetized bulk material. When a magnetic field is applied on a ferromagnetic bulk 

material, the magnetic domains align with each other “magnetizing” the sample. The difference 

between a soft or a hard magnetic material is that a soft magnet will be magnetized only in the 

presence of an externally applied field, while a hard one will have remaining magnetism even after 

the applied field has been removed. 
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Fundamental magnetic properties of soft magnetic materials 

In this thesis, the author mentioned already what are the magnetic properties for which soft 

magnetic materials are characterized. As a rule of thumb, soft magnetic materials are known for 

having high magnetic permeability and flux saturation, and a low coercivity, and core loss. This 

section will explain in more detail each one of these properties.  

Let us talk about the hysteresis loop. Although, it was not mentioned in the previous 

paragraph as one of the important properties of soft magnetic materials, the hysteresis loop 

establishes a great common background that can be used to explain and relate almost all the 

properties. 

Figure 9 is a schematic of a basic hysteresis loop for magnetic applications usually known 

as the B-H loop. For ferromagnetic materials, the hysteresis loop is a consequence of the ability of 

these materials to have remanent magnetization. To describe the B-H loop, let us assume a material 

that has not been exposed to an externally applied field, thus it does not have remanent 

magnetization. This condition locates at the origin of the graph in Figure 9. When an external field 

H [Oe or A/m] is applied, the material magnetization B [Gausses or T] follow the path “P1” until 

it reaches Bsat, which is the saturation magnetization. 

After this point, as H is reduced to zero, B follows the path “P2”. As a result, when H = 0, 

B = Br. The reason is that when a ferromagnetic material is exposed to an external applied field, 

the magnetic domains orientate towards the same direction. Once the field is removed, some of 

these magnetic domains remain in the oriented direction. This phenomenon is known as remanent 

magnetization or remanence. After this point, if an external field is applied in the opposite direction 

(negative in the B-H loop) at Hc (or -Hc) the magnetization goes back to zero. Hc is known as the 

coercivity. After reaching - Bsat, the external magnetic field is reduced to zero and then it follows 

path “P3” until reaching Bsat again, thus completing the loop. 
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Figure 9 Fundamental B-H loop for a ferromagnetic material. 

 

Thanks to the B-H loop, it is possible to introduce some of the concepts of the magnetic 

properties. Almost all the remaining properties can be explained as well using the B-H loop. In 

the following, this section will cover the concepts of the magnetic properties, but in more detail. 

▪ Saturation Magnetization (Bsat): This is the maximum magnetization possible for a 

ferromagnetic material. In other words, it is the state when any increase in H does not 

represent a significant change in B. This can be seen in Figure 9 where at Bsat, the slope of 

the loop is almost horizontal. The explanation for this phenomenon relates to the magnetic 

domains. Magnetic domains in a bulk material are like small magnets with different 

orientations. This makes the total magnetization of a material to be low under no external 

applied field. As explained before, when an external field H is applied to a ferromagnetic 

material, the magnetic domains align towards the same direction of H. The higher the 

magnitude of H, the more the magnetic domains align, thus the higher the intensity of B. 

The saturation magnetization is the B value where the magnetic domains have aligned the 

most they can. After this point, any increase in H will not have a significant variation in B 

because the magnetic domains have reached their limit of alignment. The saturation is 

material and crystal structure dependent, but also it heavily depends on temperature. 

▪ Coercivity (Hc): The coercivity is the ability of a magnetic material to stay magnetized after 

applying and removing an external magnetic field. In other words, Hc is the necessary 

magnetic field to demagnetize a ferromagnetic material (B = 0). In soft magnetic materials, 

a lower Hc is desired. Figure 9 shows Hc in the B-H loop. The higher Hc (meaning a higher 

value of H is required to demagnetize the material), the wider is the B-H loop. And as it 
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will be discussed later in this section, for soft magnetic material the narrower the loop, the 

better.   

▪ Permeability (μ) : Another term for magnetic permeability is “ease of magnetization”. The 

magnetic permeability is the ability of a material to get magnetized when exposed to an 

external field. Another definition of magnetic permeability is the ratio of magnetization 

and external applied field, which can be expressed as μ =
𝐵

𝐻
. Figure 9 shows that the 

relationship between B and H is far from linear. As a result, there is not just one single μ 

for a determined material. There are many ways to the report permeability, and the most 

popular ways are: 

o B values accompanied by their correspondent H.   

o Maximum permeability μmax, the maximum obtained permeability value from an 

original demagnetized material. 

o Initial permeability μi, the permeability value at low numbers of B, usually under 

B = 0.1 T. 

o Relative permeability μr, this is an extra method to report permeability. It is the 

ratio of any of the previous mentioned permeabilities and the permeability of free 

space, μ 𝑟 =
μ 

μ 0
. 

▪ Core Loss (Ps): Core losses are the energy waste associated with having an alternating 

magnetic flux traveling through the magnetic core. This energy loss transforms into heat 

that is conducted throughout the magnetic core. For applications that use soft magnetic 

materials like transformers and electric motors, losing energy is not a good thing to have. 

Not only that, losing energy that transforms into heat has a secondary detrimental effect. 

The heat associated with the loss energy increases the magnetic core temperature, which 

affects the magnetic performance of the material, especially the Bsat. The total core loss has 

three different components, hysteresis loss (Ph), eddy current loss (Pe), and anomalous loss 

(Pa).  

o The hysteresis loss is represented by the area enclosed in the B-H plot, which can 

be described as the energy required to complete on loop of the magnetization cycle. 

In an ideal soft magnetic material, Hc = 0 thus the B-H loop transforms into one 
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line with no enclosed area. But real ferromagnetic materials present some degree 

of coercivity, thus the existence of the hysteresis loss. 

o Eddy current losses are associated with alternating current (AC) applications. The 

higher the frequency, the higher the eddy current losses. According to Faraday’s 

law of induction, an alternating magnetic field applied to a metal will induce an 

electromotive force that can produce significant currents. One of the side effects of 

magnetizing a magnetic core with an alternating magnetic field H is the production 

of parasite currents in the core. These currents are called eddy currents and they 

have a detrimental effect on the magnetic core efficiency. The presence of parasite 

currents in the core that has a resistance R will dissipate energy as heat and that is 

called eddy current losses. There are two ways to reduce eddy current losses, 

increasing the material electrical resistivity and/or building the magnetic core by 

stacking thin laminations of soft magnetic material with resistive (insulation) 

barriers in between. Hence the importance of having soft magnetic materials with 

high electrical resistivity, but also with the ability to form into thin sheets [53]. 

o Bertotti’s model introduced the concept of anomalous losses, as an additional core 

loss due to domain wall movement. Bertotti’s model is widely used to study the 

core losses of electrical steels [54]–[56].  

Equation 2-1 

 

𝐵𝑚= Max flux Density, f = frequency, d = sheet thickness, 𝜌 = electrical resistivity, 

𝛾  = material density, and 𝛼, 𝐶0 & 𝐶1  are constants characteristic of material 

obtained via curve fitting.  

Knowing three experimental points of the equation is enough to determine 

unknown constants.  

This model is useful when f > 20 Hz and 𝑩𝒎 < 1.5 T 

o Magnetostriction: Magnetostriction is one property of the ferromagnetic materials 

that makes them change their shape when exposed to an external magnetic field. 

As an alternating magnetic field is applied to a soft magnetic material, the magnetic 
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domains rotate to align towards the direction of the magnetic field. This rotation 

generates mechanical strain in the sample. This magnetic property is detrimental to 

devices like transformers and electric motors. Magnetostriction can create internal 

friction that can contribute to an increase in temperature. Also, variations in the 

core's geometry can alter the electro-mechanical design of the device. 

2.6 Chromium as an alloying element for soft magnetic materials 

Silicon has beneficial and detrimental effects on iron. On one hand, silicon greatly benefits 

the magnetic properties of Fe. On the other hand, silicon effect on the workability of iron inhibits 

industrial production of the most efficient alloys. The electrical resistivity of the alloy is a key 

parameter to the reduction of core losses in a magnetic core. The electrical resistivity is directly 

related to the eddy current losses (see Equation 2-1), which at high frequencies become the 

predominant source of energy lost (above traditional 50-60 Hz). Thus, one significant way to 

reduce core losses is to increase the electrical resistivity of electrical steel. 

Figure 10 depicts the effects of different alloying elements on the electrical resistivity of 

iron. In the wt % figure, silicon has the greatest effect of all the elements; this is expected, since 

one effect of silicon in iron is having a considerable reduction in the eddy current losses. However, 

Figure 10 shows that other elements can increase the electrical resistivity of iron as well. For 

example, aluminum has an outstanding effect on the electrical resistivity of iron. In fact, aluminum 

is widely used as a partial substitution of silicon, although Al wt% is kept below 2%. It has been 

proved that the lowest core loss for the Fe-Si-Al system [24], [57] is obtained in below 2Al wt%. 

Also, despite the potential of aluminum, the extra challenges during processing and increased costs 

have stalled the usage of aluminum as a substitution of Si [22], [58]. On the other hand, in the 

atomic % graph, tin has the greatest effect on the electrical resistivity of iron. This difference is 

due to the higher atomic weight of tin compared to the other elements. There are no other 

significant changes in the order of the other elements. However, the at% graph shows that the 

difference in resistivity effect of Cr compared to Si and Al is not as high as it is shown in the wt% 

graph. This is important because it is the at% of Fe what determines the maximum flux density of 

the alloy, and this is used as one of the design restrictions to develop new electrical steel alloys.  
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Figure 10 Effect of alloying elements on electrical resistivity of Fe. To the left, alloying elements 

in wt% (from [38], with permission from ASM International). To the right, adaptation showing 

alloying element in at%. 

 

This thesis focuses on chromium. Chromium is not at the top of the list of the elements 

with the greatest effect on the electrical resistivity of iron. However, the reason this work finds 

chromium so attractive is the almost nil strengthening effect of chromium on iron. Figure 11 from 

[59] is a graph that shows the strengthening effect of different alloying elements on iron out to 

large plastic strains produced by wire drawing. Figure 11 shows how low is the strengthening 

effect of chromium on iron compared to other elements like silicon. The combination of the data 

collected in Figure 10 and Figure 11 is a good lead to believe that chromium could be an alloying 

element with great effect on materials resistivity but a low effect on workability. 
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Figure 11 Effect of different alloying elements on the tensile strength of iron as a function of 

wire-drawing strain. (A) 1.5 at. pct solute, (B) 3 at. pct solute (from [59], with permission from 

Springer). 

 

Figure 12 is the Fe-Cr phase diagram. This binary system is characterized by having an 

FCC-gamma loop that stops at 13Cr wt%. Another important characteristic of this system is the 

presence of an intermetallic σ phase. The σ phase is not of interest for this work because of the 

high Cr wt% at which it forms. At lower temperature there is a miscibility gap between the α’ (iron 

BCC) and the α’’ (Cr BCC) phases.  
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Figure 12 Fe-Cr phase diagram (from [60], with permission from ASM International).  

 

For this project, it is useful to look at the Fe-Si-Cr ternary diagram, since this thesis is 

looking at the possibility of substituting some Si with Cr in electrical steel alloys. Figure 13 shows 

the iron-rich corner for the Fe-Si-Cr ternary phase diagram at 600 °C, which it is of interest because 

of the proximity to actual heat treatment temperatures for electrical steel sheet. This ternary phase 

diagram shows compositional boundaries for the ferrite phase region of the Fe-Si-Cr system. The 

graph shows that alloys up to approximately 10Si and 25Cr at% sit within the α region, which is 

ideal for magnetic properties. 
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Figure 13 Fe-Si-Cr ternary phase diagram for the iron rich corner at 600 °C (from [61], with 

permission from Springer).  

2.7 Fundamentals of machining-based sheet production 

The following section explains the mechanics of free machining (FM) and hybrid cutting 

extrusion (HCE). These two processes are machining-based techniques, and in combination with 

rolling, they will be used in this work as alternative manufacturing methods for electrical steel 

processing. FM and HCE have been used to prove the feasibility of machining process to produce 

strips of low-workability alloys [13]–[15], and there is an extensive literature that explains in detail 

the mechanics of FM and HCE [13], [15]–[19], [62]–[64]. 

2.7.1 Mechanics of FM and HCE Overview 

Figure 14 is a schematic of strip production via free machining (FM). FM is a plane strain 

machining-based process to produce strips (usually metallic) in a single step. Figure 14 shows a 

workpiece that is rotating at a constant surface velocity 𝑉0. A sharp cutting tool with a rake angle 

α engages the rotating workpiece at a preset depth 𝑡0, which is also called the undeformed chip 

thickness. As the cutting tool engages the workpiece, a continuous chip of metal with deformed 

chip thickness 𝑡𝑐 is produced. This strip shaped chip forms due to the intense and localized shear 

strain that happens within a narrow deformation zone A-B. This deformation zone can be idealized 

as a shear plane due to its small width of ∼100 µm [14], [62]. Since there is no constraint on the 

upper face, the material is free to flow, which causes the strip to have a rough top face (free face), 
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and in contrast, the face in contact with the cutting tool (rake face) is characterized as smooth. FM 

strips can be lightly rolled in order to improve their quality and make their surface roughness 

comparable to a traditionally rolled sheets [65], [66]. CFD means chip flow direction, and ND is 

the normal direction of the strip surface. 

  

Figure 14 Schematic showing strip production via FM+Rolling. 

 

Similar to FM, Figure 15 shows the schematic for strips production via HCE. The 

fundamentals are the same as in the FM system, but with the addition of a constraining tool as it 

is shown in Figure 15. The constraining tool is intended to transform the machining-based process 

into a hybrid cutting-extrusion process. The combination of elevated hydrostatic pressure, intense 

and localized shear strain, and adiabatic heating lead to the suppression of the mechanisms that 

cause cracking on low workability alloys, which is one of the great features of this manufacturing 

process. Setting the gap between the cutting and the constraint tool allows control over the 

deformed chip thickness. Hence, HCE allows for more control over the deformation process than 

FM, producing a continuous strip with a defined final geometry and with surface roughness on 

both faces comparable or superior to traditional rolling[14], [17], [19], [64] 
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Figure 15 Schematic of strip production via HCE. 

 

Two key parameters of FM and HCE to suppress workability issues are the confined and 

high strain, as well as the adiabatic heating. The following section describes the mechanics of 

these two phenomena. 

2.7.2 Deformation strain, and adiabatic heating 

Previous works used PIV (particle image velocimetry) to plot the deformation field on 

HCE [16]–[18]. These studies reported intense, confined, and uniform shear strain within a narrow 

deformation zone A-B that extends from the cutting tool to the constraint tool as shown in Figure 

14 and Figure 15. Because of this narrow deformation zone, it is reasonable to idealize it as a shear 

plane, thus allowing for the definition of effective strain as: 

Equation 2-2 

 𝜀 =
1

√3
( 

𝜆

cos(𝛼)
+

1

𝜆 cos(𝛼)
− 2 tan(𝛼) )        

 

having 𝜆 =
 𝑡𝐶

 𝑡0
 and α = rake angle [14], [17], [18]. Figure 16 is a graphical representation of 

Equation 2-2, and it shows how the effective strain changes as a function of lambda for three 

different set rake angles. The minimum effective strain point is always located at 𝜆 = 1,  no matter 
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α, i.e., as 𝜆 moves away from 1 in either direction 𝜀 increases. This increase in 𝜀 influences the 

final microstructural condition of the strip. The lower limit for 𝜆  is based on the machine 

capabilities, while the upper limit is defined by the working material.  

 

 

Figure 16 Effective strain as a function of λ and α. 

 

One great feature of strip production via FM/HCE is having the possibility of varying the 

deformation path by setting different 𝜆 or α. Changing the deformation path in machining allows 

one to control the shearing path during deformation, meaning that one has control over the final 

microstructure of the strips. This is important because of the relationship there is between 

deformation path and the microstructure texture. FM/HCE make possible production of strips with 

shear textures, which is not possible with traditional rolling [65]. Figure 17 depicts how the 

deformation path changes as a function of 𝜆. In addition to the deformed chip thickness, 𝜆 also 

changes the angle of the shearing zone (deformation path). More details and examples about this 

feature will be shared in the results section. 
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Figure 17 Strain rate fields showing deformation path by PIV analysis of strips produced via 

machining for 𝜆 =  0.6 – 2.5 (from [67], with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Additionally, during HCE and FM chip formation there is heat generation due to the plastic 

deformation of the process. The shear plane model allows one to predict the strip temperature in 

the narrow deformation zone, and it can be calculated as: 

Equation 2-3 

𝑇 =  
(1−Γ)𝑈𝑠

𝜌𝑐
+ 𝑇0           

with Γ as the fraction of heat going into the workpiece, 𝑈𝑠 as the specific shear energy of chip 

formation and is measured from cutting forces, 𝑇0 as the initial temperature, ρ as the density, and 

c as the heat capacity of the workpiece. All parameters of Equation 2-3 have been extensively 

explained in previous works, and the increase of temperature in the strip due to adiabatic heating 

is usually located between 200 – 500  °C [14], [18]. Such adiabatic heating can have dramatic 

effects on the strip microstructure, leading to phenomena like dynamic recrystallization, creating 

unique as-deformed microstructures. 
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 HIGH-RESISTIVITY ELECTRICAL STEEL – DEVELOPMENT OF 

AN EXPERIMENTAL ALLOY 

This chapter focuses on the development of a new experimental alloy to substitute the well-

known high performance of Fe-6.5Si.  The goal is to obtain an alloy with the high resistivity of 

Fe-6.5Si (at least 80 µΩ·cm) but better workability for sheet production. The dramatic effect of 

Si on the loss of ductility in iron is well known.  In general, this poor ductility (workability) above 

about 4% Si has been attributed to a B2 ordering due to the dissociation of superlattice dislocations 

induced by the high Si amounts in the material [68].  Silicon is the most potent alloying element 

to increase the electrical resistivity of iron. However, other elements like aluminum and chromium 

are also effective alternatives [69], [70]. Moreover, Fe-Al and Fe-Cr phase diagrams show that 

other than the gamma loop typical of iron alloys, there is no other type of ordering or phase 

transformation up to 10 wt% for the Fe-Al system and more than 20 wt% for the Fe-Cr system. In 

fact, previous studies have demonstrated that if the correct thermomechanical procedure is 

followed (hot rolling down to 1 mm + cold rolling), thin sheets of Fe-Si-Al alloys can be produced. 

However, there is no solid agreement about how much Si+Al can be added and still maintain good 

cold workability, i.e., before the alloy gets too brittle. Some authors claim that Si+Al has to be 

lower than 3.5 wt%, but some others say that even Fe-6.5(Si+Al) is possible if the correct 

procedure is followed [22], [71], [72]. Information about the workability of alloys in the Fe-Si-Cr 

system is limited, as is any type of resistivity information about this alloy. 

3.1 Experimental methods 

3.1.1 Materials for alloy selection experiments 

Fe-3Si-3Al and Fe-4Si-4Cr (wt%) samples were produced in-house in order to control the 

purity of the alloy. The rationale for the selection of these two specific alloys is in section 3.2. 

High purity elemental metals used to manufacture the alloys had compositions in wt.% as follows: 

Fe 99.98%, Si (>99.999%), Cr 99%, and Al 99.99%. The experimental alloys were made using an 

arc melter with a non-consumable tungsten electrode on a water-cooled copper hearth. The alloys 

were melted under flowing 99.99% Ar, and they were turned over and re-melted three times to 
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obtain button shaped samples with good homogeneity. The button samples were approximately 50 

g, diameter of 4 cm, and thickness of 1.5 cm approximately. The buttons were hot rolled to ~1 mm 

thickness, and then cold rolled down to the limit of the mills (~200 µm) to produce thin strips ~10 

mm wide. The samples were heated in a box furnace in air up to 800 °C for 10 min before the first 

pass and in between all the passes during hot rolling. Samples were polished after hot rolling and 

before cold rolling to remove the small amount of oxidation.  

3.1.2 Materials for workability experiments 

Fe-3.2Si and Fe-1Si wt% materials were obtained from AKSteel and Nucor in the as-hot 

rolled and the as-cast conditions, respectively. The Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy for the workability 

experiments was obtained in the as-cast condition from Sophisticated Alloys Inc in Butler, Pa. An 

ingot of 4.3 in diameter and height of 11.5 in (plus hot top) was prepared by VIM and the chemical 

analysis reported 4.02%Si, 3.88%Cr, and interstitials (C, O, and S) < 100 ppm. The Fe-6.5Si wt% 

was produced in-house via arc melter with a non-consumable tungsten electrode on a water-cooled 

copper hearth, using high purity elemental metals Fe (99.98%) and Si (>99.999%). Specimens of 

each material were manufactured with a geometry of 12 mm width and 8 mm thickness. These 

specimens were hot rolled at 800 °C to a thickness close to 2 mm using a Stanat rolling mill with 

5 in diameter rolls. The specimens were cold rolled to 0.5 mm with progressive reductions of 5%. 

After every step, specimens were checked for presence of cracks, ripples, or other typical defects 

in the rolling process. 

For metallographic preparation, the as-cast buttons were cut using a wire EDM and the 

rolled strips were cut with a low-speed diamond saw. Silicon carbide paper with grits from 320 to 

2000 were used to grind the samples, with a final polishing using 0.05 μm alumina powder 

dissolved in water and 0.02 μm colloidal silica. The samples were etched for microstructure 

examination using 5% nital for the Fe-Si alloys and 40% nitric acid aqueous solution for the Fe-

4Si-4Cr alloy. Vickers hardness testing was performed with a load of 500 g (HV0.5) and at least 

250 µm distance between indentations.  At least 10 indentations were made for each hardness and 

the values are reported as the mean  one standard deviation. 
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3.1.3 Resistivity 

Resistivity measurements were done following the 4-wire method of ASTM A712-14 

Standard Test Method for Electrical Resistivity of Soft Magnetic Alloys. A multimeter (HP 

3468B) measured the resistance of Fe-3Si-3Al and Fe-4Si-4Cr (wt%) strips with a resolution of 1 

mΩ, and the geometry of the strip was measured with a Vernier caliper with a resolution of 0.01 

mm.  Although the conventional standard requires a minimum specimen length of 25 cm, for this 

study resistivity measurements were observed using shorter lengths due to restrictions on the 

length of strips that could be produced from the small arc melted buttons. Three measurements at 

5 cm, 10 cm, and 14 cm were taken for each strip. Results showed that resistivity values were 

consistent for strips shorter than 25 cm.  

3.2 Alloy selection 

In power transformation devices like electric motors and magnetic transformers, core losses 

are composed of eddy current losses, hysteresis losses, and anomalous losses. Eddy current losses 

are frequency dependent and can be reduced by increasing electrical resistivity, most effectively 

through solid solution alloying additions. Whereas hysteresis losses are affected also by 

microstructure modifications such as grain size, and texture [4], [73]. At frequencies of 

approximately 50 Hz, the ratio of hysteresis losses and eddy current losses is close to 1:1. The 

higher the frequency, the higher the eddy current losses compared to the hysteresis losses. The 

eddy current losses become the predominant source of energy loss in high-frequency applications 

(above traditional 50-60 Hz), thus the importance of electrical resistivity. 

Figure 10 shows the effect of different alloying elements on the electrical resistivity of iron. 

As expected, silicon has the greatest effect. As shown in the figure, aluminum and chromium are 

good options to be used as partial substitutes of Si. This elemental substitution aims to obtain an 

alloy with outstanding magnetic performance, but with improved workability as opposed to Fe-

6.5Si wt%. The idea of using Al and Cr as a substitute of Si comes from the fact that these two 

elements have significant effect on the electrical resistivity of Fe, which is a key parameter to 

control eddy current loses especially at high frequency applications, but their strengthening effect 

on Fe compared to Si is rather low [20]–[24].   
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The selection of the alloys was based on resistivity calculations as a function of their 

composition, with a targeted resistivity of at least 80 µΩ·cm, which corresponds to the high 

resistivity of Fe-6.5Si wt%[21], [44]. Another constraint was to keep Fe at% as high as possible, 

since this is what determines the flux density saturation. To estimate a tentative alloy composition, 

the model [6] shown in Equation 3-1 was used. Equation 3-1 is a model developed by AK Steel to 

estimate electrical resistivity of iron alloys (electrical steel) as a function of composition.  

 

Equation 3-1 

𝜌 =  13 +  6.25(%𝑀𝑛) +  10.52(%𝑆𝑖)  +  11.82(%𝐴𝑙)  +  6.5(%𝐶𝑟)  +  14(%𝑃) 

 

where 𝜌  is the electrical resistivity with units of µΩ·cm, and the compositions are in wt%. Based 

on this model the following two compositions are proposed: 

▪ Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% with an estimated 𝜌 =  81 µΩ·cm based on Equation 3-1 

▪ Fe-3Si-3Al wt% with an estimated 𝜌 =  80  µΩ·cm based on Equation 3-1 

 

 

Figure 18 In-house made VIM ingots, experimental alloys as-cast micro and macro structure, and 

hardness. Top) Fe-3Si-3Al. Bottom) Fe-4Si-4Cr. 
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Ingots were cast in a 2 kg vacuum induction melting (VIM) furnace (Balzers, Germany). 

The elemental metals were melted in alumina crucibles (Zircoa). The furnace was evacuated and 

backfilled with Ar. The melts were heated to ∼ 1550 °C and poured into a copper mold producing 

ingots of 50 mm in diameter and 20 mm thick. 

Figure 18 shows the VIM ingots and the as-cast structure of the experimental alloys. 

Columnar grains can be seen in both samples but there is no presence of dendritic structure. The 

absence of dendritic structure is likely due to the narrow freezing range of these alloys and high 

solidification rate in the VIM. One thing to highlight is the absence of secondary phases or inter-

granular phases, which is good since these are detrimental to the alloy workability. The presence 

of just one phase allows for hot rolling the sample right after casting with no homogenization 

needed. Hardness measurements on the as-cast alloys indicated values of 259 ± 11 HV0.5 and 233 

± 11 HV0.5 for the Fe-3Si-3Al and Fe-4Si-4Cr, respectively. Previous studies suggested that Cr 

has little effect on strengthening of Fe alloys [59], and this is corroborated by the fact that the Fe-

3Si-3Al hardness is higher than the Fe-4Si-4Cr despite the fact the Cr alloy has more Si content. 

Also, this hypothesis is supported by the fact that the Fe-4Si-4Cr hardness is similar to the hardness 

reported for Fe-4Si wt% [74]. The lack of solution strengthening is a good indication that Cr does 

not affect the workability of Fe. 

One of the goals of this project is to produce strips of one new experimental alloy by hybrid 

deformation processing (machining-based + rolling). Cutting force measurement experiments 

were performed on two experimental alloys using a linear slide apparatus with carbide cutting tools 

that consists of 2 mm thick plate workpiece and a rigid cutting tool with α = 0° that moves parallel 

to the workpiece. The workpiece was clamped between two glass blocks to guarantee plane-strain 

conditions, thus avoiding side flow during the cut. The undeformed chip thickness (t0) was 125 

μm. At the same time, forces on the tool parallel to V0 were obtained with the use of a piezoelectric 

dynamometer (Kistler 9272, natural frequency ∼2 kHz). Figure 19 shows the force traces 

representative of cutting Fe-4Si-4Cr and Fe-3Si-3Al obtained from the linear cutting experiment. 

The data on specific cutting force for the two alloys looks similar on the graph, which does not 

provide substantial information on the cutability differences of these two experimental alloys.  
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Figure 19 Specific cutting forces on FM for Fe-4Si-4Cr and Fe-3Si-3Al 

3.3 Electrical resistivity results 

The resistivities measured over three different lengths were 74 ± 3 µΩ·cm for Fe-3Si-3Al 

wt% and 85 ± 3 µΩ·cm for Fe-4Si-4Cr wt%. The standard deviation remains below 5% of the 

average resistivity, which is a good indicator that the experiment is valid despite not following the 

25-cm length required in the standard.  The target was 80 µΩ·cm based on the resistivity of Fe-

6.5Si wt%. Resistivity measurements for Fe-3Si-3Al wt% stayed below the target. There is a 

discrepancy in previous published data on the resistivity for Fe-3Si-3Al wt%. Based on 

measurements on a series of Fe-Si-Al alloys, Perrier and Brissonneau [24] claimed that the 

resistivity for this composition should be a value of 70 µΩ·cm, while Equation 3-1 predicts that 

the resistivity should be 80 µΩ·cm. The present resistivity measurements on this alloy are nearly 

the average of these previous predictions. It makes sense to believe that this experimental alloy 

would have a resistivity below 80 µΩ·cm since the Si+Al system adds up to 6%, which is lower 

than the 6.5% Si of the optimal electrical steel alloy. Initially it was thought that a possible Si-Al 

interaction could increase the resistivity up to 80 µΩ·cm, but it seems not to be the case in the 

results reported in these experiments.  On the other hand, the Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy showed a resistivity 

a bit higher than the targeted value.  Previous resistivity data for this experimental alloy is more 

limited than the case of the Fe-3Si-3Al wt%. Equation 3-1 predicts Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% should have 
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a resistivity of 81 µΩ·cm. However, the data collected reports a higher resistivity, showing a 

discrepancy as in the case of the Fe-3Si-3Al wt% alloy.   

3.4 Experimental alloy workability 

Since Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy has higher electrical resistivity, lower hardness, and similar cutting 

forces than the Fe-3Si-3Al alloy, it was decided that Fe-4Si-4Cr would be the experimental alloy 

used to complete the study. From here, this work will focus only on the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental 

alloy. 

Commercial production of non-oriented electrical steel sheets is composed of a series of 

complex steps. Figure 20 shows a concept map of the process. The workability of the material is 

an extremely important parameter for all rolling steps of this process [4], [75]. 

 

Figure 20 Production steps (from [39], with permission from Springer).  

 

Studies on the workability of the experimental alloy were done by replicating the 

commercial rolling process, but on a smaller scale. For this experiment, the Fe-4Si-4Cr 

experimental alloy is compared to traditional Fe-Si alloys, Fe-1Si, Fe-3.2Si, and Fe-6.5Si wt%. 

Samples were hot rolled and sub-sequentially cold rolled, as elaborated in the experimental section. 

Figure 21 shows the results obtained from the workability experiment. The experimental alloy, the 

Fe-1Si and the Fe-3.2Si alloys could withstand 75% of cold work. It was possible to obtain 0.5 
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mm thick strips of these alloys with no visible cracks or defects on the edges. In contrast, it was to 

perform the full experiment on the Fe-6.5 Si alloy because the samples failed during hot rolling as 

shown in Figure 22. 

    

 

Figure 21 Workability test results after 75% cold work reduction. Graph reports results for Fe-

1Si, Fe-3.2Si, and Fe-4Si-4Cr alloys. 

 

These results show that despite the high silicon content, the experimental alloy is cold-

rollable in contrast with the popular Fe-6.5Si wt% that possess a similar resistivity [21], [22].  

 

Figure 22 Fe-6.5Si wt% sample failing after only 5% reduction during hot rolling.  
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 HYBRID PROCESSING OF ELECTRICAL STEEL 

Back in the introduction chapter, the author explained the workability issues of high-silicon 

electrical steel alloys. Throughout this work, the author has been elaborating on a background 

related to this workability issue and on some solutions to approach this engineering challenge. One 

approach that has been proposed is to develop a new experimental alloy with improved workability 

and outstanding magnetic performance (chapter 3 and 6.3). The second approach is to produce 

strips of the new experimental alloy using a hybrid deformation process. The combination of 

machining-based techniques like FM and HCE with light rolling introduces an alternative 

manufacturing process to produce electrical steel sheet. FM and HCE have been explained in 

section 2.7. This combination machining-rolling is what it is called as hybrid deformation 

processing.  

FM and HCE (previously known as LSEM) are machining-based techniques that have been 

widely explored as alternative processing techniques for sheet metal production. Many materials 

have been explored, like pure aluminum and alloys, brass, magnesium alloys, pure titanium and 

alloys, and steels [14], [17], [63], [64], [76]–[79]. All these materials have processing issues, and 

FM and HCE have been proven to be an effective solution.  

Fe-Si alloy strips have been produced via FM and HCE. The workability of the alloy is 

enhanced by the highly constrained shear deformation during cutting, the high-strain deformation, 

and the adiabatic heating. All these phenomena combined suppress the mechanism that leads to 

cracking during traditional rolling. There is an economic benefit from sheet making by machining-

based techniques, and it is because of the reduction of the many intense energy steps from 

traditional rolling to a single stage of deformation characteristic of FM and HCE. Besides the 

economic benefits, there is interest in the greater microstructural control that is possible in FM and 

HCE that yields unique types of microstructures. 

So why hybrid and not just machining-based? Because some alloys, like Fe-Si alloys, are 

susceptible to having a poorer surface quality after machining on the constraint face of the strips 

due to the high strength and poor machinability of the alloy. However, the surface quality of the 

strip can be significantly improved with some light cold-rolling right after cutting the strip. That 

is why hybrid deformation (machining + rolling).  
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4.1 Experimental methods 

4.1.1 Materials, workpieces, and characterization. 

 Fe-4Si-4Cr (wt%) samples for narrow scale strip production were produced in house in 

order to control the purity of the alloy. High purity elemental metals used to manufacture the alloys 

had compositions in wt.% as follows: Fe 99.98%, Si (>99.999%), and Cr 99%. The experimental 

alloys were made using an arc melter with a non-consumable tungsten electrode on a water-cooled 

copper hearth. The alloys were melted under flowing 99.99% Ar, and they were turned over and 

re-melted three times to obtain button shaped samples with good homogeneity. The button samples 

were approximately 50 g, diameter of 4 cm, and thickness of 1.5 cm approximately. 

 On the FM and HCE experiments of narrow strips, the as-cast ingots of Fe-3Si-3Al and Fe-

4Si-4Cr were cut and rolled into a disk. It was important to keep parallelism between the disk 

faces. Microstructure refinement was promoted via deformation and recrystallization.  

Sample grinding for the metallography of the strips was performed using 320 – 2000 grits, 

and a final polishing was done using 0.05 μm alumina powder in water and 0.02 μm colloidal 

silica. The grain microstructure of the samples was revealed using 40% nitric acid aqueous 

solution. Vickers hardness was performed with a load of 500 g (HV0.5) for almost all the samples, 

but for thin samples 300 g (HV 0.3) was used instead. Also, the distance between indentations was 

250 µm.  10 indentations were made on each test and values are reported as the mean  one 

standard deviation. 

Surface measurements and topography profiles were obtain using a 3D optical profilometer 

Zygo New View 8300. 
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4.1.2 FM and HCE Setup 

 

 
Figure 23 FM/HCE set up. A) Rotating workpiece assembled to a mandrel B & C) Insert cutting 

tools assembled to the holders in two different positions. 

 

The experimental set up for FM and HCE consists of a rotating workpiece, and a custom-

made cutting tool assembled on a CNC Haas lathe. Figure 23A shows an example of a Fe-4Si-4Cr 

workpiece assembled to a mandrel. Figure 23B, and C, show the cutting tools used for narrow strip 

production. The narrow tool was an insert carbide of 8 mm width with a rake angle of +6°. These 

tools were used for rotary plunge cutting with a cutting speed range of 0.5 m/s – 6 m/s. Feed rate 

varied between 100 µm/rev and 250 µm/rev. The cutting tool materials include high-speed tool 

steel, different carbide grades (Co content), and coated carbide tools. To hold these cutting tools, 

a holder set-up was specially designed and manufactured for the machining system (see Figure 

23B). FM strips were cold rolled to improve surface roughness. Cold rolling was performed 

through 10% reduction steps. The total reduction percentage varied depending on the working 

material ranging from 10-50%. 

4.2 Strip production of experimental alloy 

One recent effort to overcome the workability issues of high-silicon electrical steel sheet 

production has been the use of machining-based techniques. FM and HCE have been used to prove 

the feasibility of machining process to produce strips of low-workability alloys [13]–[15], and the 

details of the mechanics have been already explained in the section 2.7, as well as in literature 

[16]–[19]. Figure 14 and Figure 15 are sketches of these two machining-based processes. FM and 

HCE are single-step deformation processes that utilize a wedged cutting tool with a rake angle α 

that engages a rotating workpiece piece with a surface velocity 𝑉0 at a pre-set depth of cut 𝑡0. This 
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operation produces a continuous strip-shaped chip of metal with final/deformed chip thickness 𝑡𝑐. 

The difference between FM and HCE is that in FM there is no constraint on the upper face (free 

face) of the strip, allowing the material to freely flow with no control over the final chip thickness. 

This lack of control results in a rough free face whose surface roughness value varies depending 

on the material and the cutting conditions.  

4.2.1 Free Machining (FM) 

Fe-4Si-4Cr strips were successfully produced via FM in one single step, as shown in Figure 

24. FM strips are characterized by having one rougher face which is known as the free face. Also, 

the face in contact with the cutting tool is called the rake face. The intrinsic roughness on the free 

face can be easily corrected by rolling. Figure 24A shows the typical microstructure of a FM strip. 

This microstructure is characterized by flow lines result of the intense and localized strain that 

occurs within the deformation shear plane, as has been explained earlier and in previous 

publications [14], [15], [19], [64], [80]. In this example, the effective strain for the strip formation 

was 1.5, for an α = 7° and a natural λ = 2.3.  This intense deformation induces a considerable 

hardening effect on the strips, represented by the hardness values shown in Figure 24A compared 

to the as-cast value for the same alloy reported in chapter 3 as 233 HV. Additionally, Figure 24B 

depicts the results of cold rolling a previously annealed FM strip (FM+R), showing the improved 

quality of the free face surface roughness. The surface quality improvement is demonstrated by 

means of optical profilometry in Figure 24C and Figure 24D. Surface roughness changes from Sa 

(Arithmetical Mean Height)  = 33.6 µm to Sa = 0.20 µm after rolling. Figure 25 is a photograph 

of a FM+R strip that shows the shiny appearance of the free face, which is a consequence of the 

improved surface roughness.  

In contrast, Figure 25 also shows a wavy strip with some small cracks on the edges of the 

strip. These defects can be expected in narrow FM strips, especially for low workability alloys. 

Later in this work, the defects will be shown to be prevented.  
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Figure 24 Side-view metallography, A) Fe-4Si-4Cr FM strip, B) Fe-4Si-4Cr FM+CR strip. Free 

face surface roughness, C) Fe-4Si-4Cr FM strip, and D) Fe-4Si-4Cr FM+CR strip. 

 

 

Figure 25 Photograph of FM+CR strip. 

4.2.2 HCE 

In contrast to FM, HCE has a constraint that can be set to control the final chip thickness, 

allowing advanced microstructural control and smoother surface roughness of the upper face 

(constraint face). 

One can say that HCE is a more complete and complex technique for producing metal 

sheets. The as-cut surface roughness of HCE strips is better than the FM strips, and HCE also 

allows continuous production of strips due to better control over the microstructure. Figure 26 is 

an example of a 2 mm wide Fe-4Si-4Cr strip made by HCE, and the respective surface roughness 

profilometry. HCE resembles FM in several aspects, but with the difference that there is a 

constraint on the free face of the strip transforming this one onto a constraint face. The position of 
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the constraining tool is adaptable, allowing control over the final thickness of the strip, hence 

having control over the chip thickness ratio. The surface roughness for the HCE strip is Sa = 0.52 

µm, which is superior to the FM strip and is slightly higher than the FM+CR strip. The effective 

strain for this HCE strip was 1.1. The effective strain for the HCE sample shown in this section is 

smaller than the one for the FM sample. This result makes sense considering that the lambda for a 

constraint sample is always smaller than the natural lambda of the FM strip (Figure 24A). The 

smaller effective strain is reflected in the lower hardness of the HCE strip compared to the FM 

strip. Other aspects of the process also affect the final hardness of the HCE strips like the high 

hydrostatic pressure and the higher adiabatic temperature rise. 

 

Figure 26 2 mm wide continuous Fe-4Si-4Cr HCE strip. A) Photograph, B) microstructure and 

hardness, and C) constraint-face surface roughness. 

4.3 Microstructure control of machining-based strip production 

4.3.1 Microstructure control as a function of  λ 

Following there is a list of cutting parameters that are important to produce strips via 

machining. These parameters play an important role on the final geometry and microstructure 

features of the strip. For more details, please read section 2.7 

▪ Cutting tool rake angle, α 
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▪ Depth of cut or undeformed chip thickness, to 

▪ Deformed chip thickness, tc 

▪ Chip thickness ratio, λ 

▪ Workpiece surface velocity, Vo 

▪ Initial temperature, To 

 

There are also variables related to the workpiece that one can change to alter the quality of the 

strip produced via machining, like the workpiece grain size, texture, and dislocation density. 

All these parameters have been explored during previous investigations on other materials. In 

the case Fe-Si alloys, the studies focused on exploring the effects of To and Vo on the strip’s final 

microstructure [14]. In this section, the author will elaborate on the effects of λ on the strip's final 

microstructure. The author will also relate these results to previous studies on machining-based 

strip production and the magnetic performance of electrical steel alloys. 

Deformation Zones 

Figure 15 shows the schematic of strip production via machining, more specifically in that 

case through HCE. Previously it was mentioned that the red zone between points A & B in Figure 

15 is the deformation or shear zone during machining. The deformation zone is a defined area in 

the workpiece/material where significant straining occurs. Figure 27 depicts a schematic of the 

deformation process during rolling. A metal plate of thickness h0 enters the rolls at point A, and 

leaves the rolls at point B. The area A-B is the deformation zone for rolling [81]. Although Figure 

15 and Figure 27 are just schematics, it is intentionally shown that the deformation zone during 

rolling is wider than the one shown in machining. The deformation zone confinement in machining 

is one of the reasons for the improved workability of this sheet production process.   
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Figure 27 Schematic of deformation during rolling. The highlighted area corresponds to the 

deformation zone. 

 

Figure 28 is a traditional rolled sheet microstructure where grains are elongated and aligned 

with the direction of rolling. This happens because of the deformation path that is developed during 

rolling, where point B of Figure 27 is the end of the deformation zone and the material exiting has 

a velocity VB with a direction parallel to the direction of rolling. The microstructure obtained after 

rolling can change depending on the material crystal structure and workability, but in general, it 

will look like Figure 28.  

   

 

Figure 28 Microstructure of traditionally rolled sheet. The picture shows grains elongated and 

oriented towards the rolling direction. 
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The microstructure and deformation path are different on a machining-based strip. Figure 

29 shows the typical microstructure obtained from an HCE strip. There is a primary deformation 

zone that is confined between the two red rectangles in Figure 29B. This primary deformation zone 

corresponds to the shearing plane A-B depicted in Figure 15. Since the flow lines are closely 

aligned with the deformation path [82], here they can be used as visual markers of the deformation 

path during machining, as shown in Figure 29. In addition to the primary deformation zone, in 

machining, there is also a secondary deformation zone. After the material passes through the 

primary deformation zone (the shear plane in Figure 15), the extreme conditions in the cutting 

tool-chip interface (high forces and temperatures) facilitate frictional force against the tool sliding. 

This creates a shearing effect right at the surface, and this is known as the secondary deformation 

zone for strips produced via machining [81]. The secondary deformation zone is shown in Figure 

29B highlighted by the two red rectangles.  

 

 

 

Figure 29 To the left is the microstructure of a Fe-4Si-4Cr HCE strip. To the right, the same 

microstructure with two red rectangles highlighting the secondary deformation zone. 

Controlling deformation zones with λ 

In the previous section, the author explained the differences between the primary and the 

secondary deformation zone. The microstructure of a regular FM strip (as shown in Figure 24A) 

is composed of one primary deformation zone that takes approximately 95% of the side view area, 

and one secondary deformation zone that takes the remaining ∼5%. In the case of HCE, the 

microstructure of a strip is composed of one primary shear zone, and two secondary shear zones 
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(as shown in Figure 29). The first secondary deformation zone (lower rectangle in Figure 29B) 

corresponds, as well as in the FM strip, to the frictional force against the tool sliding. The second 

secondary deformation zone (upper rectangle in Figure 29B) corresponds to the extrusion effect 

due to the constraint tool in HCE.   

Figure 30 shows the microstructure of three HCE strips made of Fe-4Si-4Cr. The cutting 

parameters of the strips are the same, except for λ which changes from 1.1 to 1.7. The chip 

thickness ratio has been defined as 𝜆 =
 𝑡𝐶

 𝑡0
 , where tc is deformed chip thickness, which can be set 

at will for the HCE set up. Under the conditions described in Figure 30, the only method to vary λ 

is by modifying tc. In other words, reducing 𝜆 requires one to reduce tc. The lower the deformed 

chip thickness, the higher the level of constraining in the strip required from the constraint tool. 

This higher constraining is reflected in the fraction of the upper secondary deformation zone in 

Figure 30, where the 𝜆 = 1.1 sample has an upper secondary deformation zone fraction of ∼40% 

while the 𝜆 = 1.7 has a fraction of ∼10%.  

Additionally, to the microstructural control, HCE has the unique capability to offer control 

over the strain imposed on the strip. Figure 16 shows, for 𝜆 > 1, that the higher the chip thickness 

ratio λ, the higher the effective strain ε on the strips. In other words, changing 𝜆 allows one to have 

control over the strain imposed on the strip. These variations in the effective strain can be 

corroborated by Figure 30, where the hardness value changes for the three different λ conditions, 

having the highest hardness value for the highest λ condition, which agrees with the model shown 

in Figure 16 and Equation 2-2. 

 

 

Figure 30 Microstructure of three different strips with different λ and their respective Vickers 

hardness. 
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There is a correlation between the deformation path and the result crystallographic texture. 

Since rolling does not offer control over the deformation path, there is little control over the 

crystallographic texture that can be obtained in traditionally rolled sheets. Crystallographic 

textures for the as-rolled condition include γ-fiber, α-fiber, and brass texture {011}〈211̅〉, which 

are deleterious to the magnetic properties of electrical steel. Other textures beneficial to magnetic 

properties are achievable via rolling, but these require precise combinations of heat treatments and 

deformation steps to achieve them. Some examples include Goss and cube textures. 

On the other hand, the production of metal strips via machining offers access to a unique 

control over the deformation path of the strip. First, it is possible to control the angle of the shear 

zone with respect to the rake face (𝜙′) as shown in Figure 17; hence one can set the angle of the 

flow lines of the primary deformation zone of the strips. As mentioned before, there is a correlation 

between the deformation path and the result crystallographic texture. This correlation has been 

shown before for machining-based strips of magnesium alloys and Fe-Si alloys [81], [83], [84]. 

Second, the primary and the secondary deformation zones have different textures. This is expected 

because of their different strain paths and it has been proved in a previous study for the Fe-Si alloys 

[83]. For strips like the one shown in Figure 30 with 𝜆 = 1.1 one could possibly manufacture strips 

with two different textures throughout the thickness of the sheet. Strips with complex textures as 

explained in this section are not likely to be advantageous for magnetic performance in electrical 

steels. However, the microstructural control shown here and in previous studies lay down a 

foundation for a potential crystallographic texture engineering for electrical steel, but also for other 

materials and applications. 

Dynamic Recrystallization  

Another unique feature of HCE related to microstructural control is the possibility to obtain 

fine equiaxed grain structures right after cutting. Figure 31A shows a traditional microstructure for 

a highly strained strip obtained via HCE, and Figure 31C shows a microstructure with coarse 

equiaxed grains resulting from annealing an HCE strip for 75 minutes at 1100 °C. The strip in the 

middle (Figure 31B) looks like the traditional HCE strained microstructure, but after closer 

inspection, it is possible to see that this strip has an equiaxed grain structure with an approximate 

grain size of 2-3 µm as shown in Figure 31D.  
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Figure 31 Three different HCE strips with different microstructures. A) Highly strained, B) 

dynamically recrystallized, C) statically recrystallized, and D) zoom-in of the dynamically 

recrystallized strip. CFD to the left of the micrographs. 

 

High strain rate deformation processes like machining are characterized by having a narrow 

deformation zone and high adiabatic heating within it. The sample shown in Figure 31B was 

produced at a surface velocity of 8 m/s, as compared to Figure 31A which was produced at 3 m/s. 

The transition from a highly deformed microstructure to fine equiaxed grains is attributed to a 

considerably high adiabatic temperature rise in the deformation zone due to the high surface 

velocity of the sample, which could be also described as a classic case of dynamic recrystallization. 

Dynamic recrystallization is a metallurgical phenomenon that can be explained as a process of 

nucleation and growth of new grains during deformation, as opposed to static recrystallization 

which occurs after deformation with a separate annealing heat treatment. Dynamic 

recrystallization occurs when a metal is deformed at high strain levels and elevated temperatures, 

promoting re-arrangement of dislocation during the deformation of the metal [85]–[87]. 

Equation 2-3 models the temperature rise in the narrow deformation zone during plane strain 

machining. This model describes that the final temperature at the deformation zone depends on the 

initial temperature of the workpiece. Previous work showed that by increasing the initial 

temperature of the workpiece one can produce strips with as-cut equiaxed microstructure with 

grain size in the order of ∼25 μm [14], [74], [83]. What makes unique the example shown in Figure 

31 is that this dynamically recrystallized structure was produced with a workpiece at room 

temperature. The recrystallization is attributed to the adiabatic heating due to the high cutting 

velocity.  
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 SCALING UP HYBRID PRODUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ALLOY 

STRIPS 

The machining-based techniques were scaled up to produce strips up to 50 mm width. Process 

development work was done on model alloys including Al6061, brasses, and Fe-3.2Si wt%. In this 

work, 50 mm wide strips of the experimental alloy Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% were produced via hybrid 

deformation (machining and rolling). In this section, the author will present results on the 

characterization of the 50 mm wide strips and will comment on the quality of the strips. Scaling 

up the technology required to produce 50 mm wide strips of the experimental alloy has been an 

iterative process with several trials, experiments, design ideas, and failures. In this section, the 

author will also talk about the design and implementation of the process to scale up the technology 

for wider electrical steel strip production by FM and HCE. The results presented in this section 

were developed conjointly with the “Center for Materials Processing and Tribology”. 

5.1 Experimental methods 

5.1.1 Materials, workpieces, and characterization. 

On the FM and HCE experiments of wide strips, all the workpieces were machined into the 

required disk shape. The Fe-4Si-4Cr ingot for the wide strip experiments was obtained from 

“Sophisticated Alloys Inc” in the as-cast condition. An ingot of Ø4.3” and height of 11.5” (plus 

hot top) was prepared by VIM and the chemical analysis reported 4.02%Si, 3.88%Cr, and 

interstitials (C, O, and S) < 100 ppm. A slice of the ingot was hot forged ∼70% in two steps, the 

first at 1,000 °C, and the last at 600 °C producing a disk nominally 210 mm diameter and 55 mm 

thick. A surface grinder was used to maintain the parallelism between the disk faces. Other 

workpiece specifications such as the final geometry and the microstructural condition of the 

workpieces used on this study varied for each material used and Table 3 summarizes all of them. 
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Table 3 Information of the working condition of materials used for FM and HCE. 

MATERIAL OBTAINED 

FROM 

CONDITION FINAL GEOMETRY HARDNESS 

HV 

Al 6061 McMaster-Carr T6 51 mm thick – 203 mm 

diameter 

100 

Naval brass AVIVA 

METALS 

O25 (Hot rolled 

and annealed) 

51 mm thick – 203 mm 

diameter 

104 

Brass 260 AVIVA 

METALS 

M20 (Hot 

rolled) 

51 mm thick – 203 mm 

diameter 

106 

Fe-3.2 Si AK Steel Hot rolled 25 mm thick – 203 mm 

diameter 

194 

Fe-4Si-4Cr  Sophisticated 

Alloys Inc 

Refined 

microstructure 

51 mm thick – 203 mm 

diameter 

235 

 

The microstructure of the samples was characterized, but only the microstructure of the 

electrical steel alloys is shown in this work. Sample grinding was performed using 320 – 2000 

grits, and a final polishing was done using 0.05 micron alumina powder dissolved in water and 

0.02 micron colloidal silica. The grain microstructure of the samples was revealed using 40% nitric 

acid aqueous solution for Fe-4Si-4Cr, 5% nital for Fe-3.2Si. Vickers hardness was performed with 

a load of 500 g (HV0.5) for almost all the samples, but for thin samples 300 g (HV 0.3) was used 

instead. Also, the distance between indentations was 250 µm.  10 indentations were made on each 

test and values are reported as the mean  one standard deviation. 

Surface measurements and topography profiles were obtain using a 3D optical profilometer 

Zygo New View 8300. 

5.1.2 FM and HCE Setup 

A more robust setup was used for wide strip production as it is shown on Figure 32. Figure 

32A and B show the wide FM/HCE set-up with a rotating workpiece, insert tools, and cutting tool 

holder in rotatory configuration using a CNC Okuma lathe (50 HP). Figure 32C shows a set of 

custom WC-Co cutting and constraint tools provided by Seco Tools. 
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Figure 32 FM and HCE setup for production of wide strips (2 in width max). A) Cutting tool 

engaging the workpiece, B) cutting tool inserts made of WC-Co with TiN coating. 

 

These tools were used for rotary plunge cutting with a cutting speed range of 0.5 m/s – 6 

m/s. Feed rate varied between 100 µm/rev and 250 µm/rev. The experiments on wide strips (up 

to 48 mm wide) were done using two different cutting tool set-ups. A high-speed steel tool of 

rake angle 0° was used for cutting of Al 6061. Other workpiece materials were cut with the WC-

Co tools with a rake angle of +10°. Cutting tool materials include different carbide grades (Co 

content), and coated carbide tools. To hold these cutting tools, a holder set-up was specially 

designed and manufactured for the machining system (see Figure 32A). The constraint tool had 

similar dimensions to the cutting tool. The constraint tools have a fixed clearance angle and rake 

angle of 3° and +10°.  

FM strips were cold rolled to improve surface roughness. Cold rolling was performed 

through 10% reduction steps. The total reduction percentage varied depending on the working 

material, ranging from 10-50%. Wide HCE samples were lightly cold rolled (10% ≤) for the 

same purpose. 

5.2 50 mm wide Fe-4Si-4Cr strip via hybrid processing  

Figure 33 shows pictures of a 50 mm wide strip made of the experimental alloy Fe-4Si-

4Cr. This is a FM+R strip that was eventually used for magnetic testing, as will be shown in the 

next chapter. In this study, the team was not able to produce 50 mm strips with HCE because high 

cutting force demand was compromising the cutting tools and constraining was not working well. 

More details on this process will be discussed in section 5.3 

The cutting and post processing parameters for this specific strip were the following: 

▪ Cutting = T0 = 160 °C; f = 150 µm/rev; V0 = 2 m/s; to = 203 µm; α = 20 °  
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▪ Annealing = 5 minutes at 700 °C 

▪ Rolling = 25% cold rolled reduction. 

 

Figure 33 50 mm wide continuous Fe-4Si-4Cr FM+CR strip. A) Isometric view, B) top view of 

the rake face, and C) top view of the free face. 

 

Figure 34 presents the microstructure of the 50 mm strip before and after rolling. The strips 

had a 5-minute intermediate annealing in between cutting and rolling to improve the surface 

quality of the strip. The reason is that the FM strip thickness is approximately 300 μm, which is 

close to the minimum reduction that can be reached with the rolling equipment available. The 

intermediate annealing reduces the strain hardening in the strips, thus pushing further the reduction 

limits of the rolling equipment. The intermediate annealing explains the lower hardness in the 

FM+R condition. As can be seen on the FM+R strips in Figure 34, a big portion of the free face is 

flat, which is expected after applying cold rolling on the FM strip. Nonetheless, there are some 

irregular spots on the upper face of the micrograph. These irregularities are spots where the cold 

rolling deformation did not affect the strip due to the reduction limitation of the equipment that the 

author already mentioned. These irregularities are result of the deformation mode of the FM strip, 

which is due to a segmentation formation on the free surface of the chip. 
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Figure 34 Side-view metallography of a 50 mm wide FM+R strip at two different scales. 

 

Figure 35 depicts the optical surface profile of the 50 mm strip. The rake face of the sample 

is smoother with some rough regions that are attributed to the lift-up of material on the tool rake 

face. The Sa of the rake surface is 0.56 µm. The free surface of the FM+CR chip is characterized 

by elongated deeper regions perpendicular to the cutting direction, which correspond to the spots 

mentioned in Figure 34B that are due to incomplete rolling. The free surface is rougher than the 

rake face with Sa = 2.75 µm.  

 

Figure 35 Fe-4Si-4Cr FM+R surface roughness optical surface profiles with rake face (left) and 

free face (right). 
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5.3 The process of scaling up machining-based production of Fe-4Si-4Cr sheet 

Scaling up production of strips by FM and HCE from 2 mm wide to 50 mm sounds 

conceptually possible. FM and HCE are both plane-strain processes, which means that changing 

the width of the strip should not influence the strain mechanics of these process. In other words, 

increasing the strip width will not be deleterious to the improving workability effects of 

machining-based production of metal strips. So far there is not a proven process limitation for FM 

and HCE to machine different alloys or to make wider sheets. However, stronger alloys require 

higher power capabilities and machine stability, which can limit the production capability at the 

lab scale. Following there is a list of the technical challenges to be considered during the design 

of a production system of wider strips via machining: 

▪ Higher cutting forces: Predicting the cutting forces of a process is essential to maintain the 

quality of the products. In addition to the strip quality, the cutting forces are also important 

to determining the need of acquiring a bigger, more robust, and higher capacity power 

cutting lathe. Additionally, if the new workpieces for wide strips have larger diameter, this 

would turn into higher torque demand (𝜏 = 𝑑 × 𝐹), thus higher power requirements (𝑃 =

𝜏 × 𝜔). 

▪ New cutting tools: At the moment this project was started, the tungsten carbide cutting 

tools available were designed for production up 8 mm. Large custom WC tools had to be 

designed, and they had to be adapted to the new lathe system.  

▪ Workpiece/mandrel bending: One challenge of FM and HCE is the component of the 

cutting forces that is parallel to the radial direction of the workpiece. This component can 

become an issue for mandril/workpiece bending. FM and HCE are machining with tight 

tolerances, and small deviations on the specific position of the cutting contact can 

compromise the whole process.     

▪ Chattering and vibrations: Chattering occurs when there are harmonic vibrations between 

the workpiece, the cutting, and the machine. Chattering is common issue of machining 

where the workpiece and the cutting tools basically bounce against each other due the 

vibrations. This phenomenon causes strip waviness, loud operations, and it can severely 

deteriorate the cutting tool life. Higher cutting forces have the potential to increase cutting 

chattering.  
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▪ Workpiece preparation: Scaling up the process to produce wider strips by FM and HCE 

also means scaling the size of the workpiece. Depending on the set up, the workpiece 

requires preparation before cutting such as adapting to the cutting system and 

microstructural tune up. Preparing the newer larger scale workpieces will bring challenges, 

from how to cast such bigger ingots to how to the correct microstructural control, especially 

at the laboratory scale.  

 

In this section the author explores the steps and iterations followed to achieve the production 

of 50 mm wide strips of Fe-4Si-4Cr. The following sections summarize the way the whole 

process was approached, showing intermediate results, as well as strategies that helped during 

the process, but also other strategies that did not yield good results. 

Narrow strip production 

The first step was to produce strips of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy using set-up for 

production of narrow samples. The main goal is to collect data and learn about the capabilities of 

FM and HCE to make strips of the experimental alloy. Most relevant results of this part project 

have been shared in section 4.1. The takeaway from those results is that it is possible to produce 

continuous strips of Fe-4Si-4Cr via FM and HCE. Also, it was learned that the rollability of the 

machining-based strips is useful to improve the surface finish of FM strips. 

Widest strip at narrow set-up 

 The second step was to explore the maximum capabilities of the set-up for narrow strip 

production (Figure 23A,B, & C). One can see that the cutting tools of the small set-up have 

maximum cutting gap of 8 mm, as shown in Figure 36. A 5 mm wide strips shown in Figure 36  is 

the maximum capability for the small production setup based on results. The stability of cutting 

tool arrangement limited the production of wider strips. The wider the strip, the less stable the set-

up. As a consequence, the operation became louder, which it is a symptom of vibrations and 

chattering, and finally inserts chipped at the 7 mm strip experiments. 
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Figure 36 To the left the first-generation of tungsten carbide HCE tools, in the middle and to the 

right widest strips ever produced with this cutting tool (3.5 and 5 mm). 

Wide set-up and wider softer alloys strips 

In the experimental section, the author described the key aspects of the design for 

production via FM and HCE of wide strips of metals. Before using the wide set up to experiment 

with the Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy, cutting experiments were conducted with a series of other soft other 

alloys. Al6061, naval brass, Brass C260, and Fe-3.2Si were the materials used for these 

experiments. Table 3 summarizes the working condition data of all the workpieces. 

The capabilities of FM and HCE to manufacture strips of a wide range of materials is 

broadly shown in Figure 37. This figure is an arrangement of pictures that shows strips produced 

by FM+R and HCE+R of 5 different alloys. Although it has not been mentioned the use of rolling 

on HCE samples, for wide samples very small reductions (∼5%) were beneficial to the overall 

strips quality. Figure 37 shows strips of alloys that are known to have production issues including 

Al alloys, dual-phase alloys such naval brass, and low workability alloys like high-Si electrical 

steels. FM and HCE possess intrinsic advantages compared to other traditional sheet 

manufacturing processes such as rolling. One advantage is that FM and HCE are single step 

manufacturing processes. Due to this, typical rolling intermediate steps (heat treatments, multi-

step deformation, etc.) are eliminated. Another asset of FM and HCE is related to the considerably 

lower equipment investment compared to a rolling mill and consequently the improved versatility 

of these sheet production machining processes. 
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Figure 37 FM+R and HCE+R strip photographs of 5 alloys, Al6061, Brass 260, Naval Brass, Fe-

3.2Si (just FM+R), and Fe-4Si-4Cr. 

Wider Fe-4Si-4Cr Strips 

The experiments performed with softer alloys (as shown in the previous section) provided 

the know-how to initiate the production of wider strips of Fe-4Si-4CR. Figure 38 shows the 

evolution of the hybrid production of Fe-4Si-4Cr strips. This figure summarizes the primary 

outcomes from this series of experiments. During this process, the researchers had to solve several 

issues related to the stability of the system, the tool integrity, and the quality of the strip. 
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Figure 38 Evolution of the hybrid production of Fe-4Si-4Cr strips. Macrographs, 

microstructures, and surface roughness of 2, 9, and 21 mm HCE+R strips and 50 mm FM+R. 

Strip. 

 

Notice that  Figure 38 does not report an HCE strip for the 50 mm width. The HCE cutting 

tools were severely compromised on production 50 mm strips. It is believed that the reason for this 

issue is the high cutting+extrusion forces required. During the set-up design for the production of 

wider strips, the research team considered the high cutting forces as one of the design parameters. 

As a result, a lathe was acquired with considerably more power than the first one, a much stronger 

cutting tool system was designed, and the lathe's tailstock was engaged to reduce mandril bending 

and vibrations (see experimental section). Despite all the preventive actions, the system stability 

was compromised at HCE 50 mm, resulting in poor strips and cutting tools with excessive damage. 

Examples of poor strips are shown in Figure 39. In this document, it has been elaborated that light 

rolling passes can improve strips' surface roughness. For the strip shown in  Figure 39, rolling is 

not an appropriate method to correct the defects of the sample. 
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Figure 39 50 mm HCE strip in the as-cut and the HCE+R conditions. This figure shows the poor 

quality of the strip. 

 

Experiments to reduce the cutting forces and thus increase the quality of the strip were 

performed. It is known that for BCC metals, the yield strength can be decreased by increasing the 

temperature. This reduction is due to the thermal activation of dislocation motion, which facilitates 

deformation. Linear cutting experiments were performed to determine the effect of initial 

temperature T0 on the cutting forces and the strip surface roughness.  It is expected that a reduction 

in yield strength due to the higher T0 will yield lower cutting forces and an improved surface finish. 

The cutting parameters used for this experiment were: 

▪  Width = 2.8 mm, 

▪ Rake angle = 10° 

▪ Depth of Cut = 100 µm 

▪ Speed of Cut = 3 mm/s 

The workpiece was heated using a MAPP torch, and temperature was measured using a 

thermocouple type K. Figure 40 shows the results of the cutting force and surface roughness 

measurements as a function of temperature. The experiments explored three temperatures, room 

temperature, 270 °C, and 470 °C. As shown in the figure, the higher the T0, the higher the cutting 

forces. Additionally, the higher the temperature, the higher the surface roughness of the samples. 

These results do not support the hypothesis that a higher initial temperature can be used to improve 

the quality of the machined strips. 
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Figure 40 Cutting forces and surface roughness as a function of temperature, 25 °C, 270 °C, and 

470 °C. 

 

Previous work on the cutting of soft metals like aluminum and copper has shown that 

despite their low yield strength, the cutting forces can be high [88], [89]. This behavior happens in 

soft and ductile alloys due to the increased thickness of the strips that form with these materials. 

Higher thickening in machining is a consequence of how the material in the free face flow. For 

example, in pure aluminum, the free face forms very thick mushroom-like features. The higher the 

undeformed thickness, the higher the straining in the deformation zone, thus the higher the cutting 

forces. This analysis agrees that the surface roughness features are more significant for the higher 

temperature condition in Figure 40.   

In addition to the linear cutting experiments, the author experimented with producing FM 

strips. The FM set-up offers the possibility of using higher cutting speeds, similar to those used in 

strip production via machining. The general cutting parameters used were α = +6 and f = 100 

µm/rev. All the other parameters were specific to each condition, summarized in  Figure 41. The 

results presented in  Figure 41 re-affirm the hypothesis that higher T0 results in thicker strips.  

 There is a slight reduction in hardness on the strips with higher T0. This could be due to 

low levels of dynamic recovery. Equation 2-3 explains that the final temperature in the shear zone 

after deformation is a function of T0; this model supports the idea of having dynamic recovery. 
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Finally, there are no microstructural or macrostructural differences for the surface speeds explored 

in Figure 41. 

 

Figure 41 Results from experiments on FM strips as a function of temperature and surface 

velocity. 
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 RECRYSTALLIZATION KINETICS AND TEXTURE ANALYSIS OF 

MACHINING-BASED AND ROLLED STRIPS  

This chapter elaborates on the annealing behavior of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy in the 

HCE and rolled conditions.   

The parameters determining magnetic performance of electrical steel sheets are alloy 

composition and microstructure (grain size, dislocation density (strain state), texture). 

Understanding the microstructural evolution of the experimental alloy during annealing is key to 

the optimization of magnetic properties and potential transition to industrial applications.  

The following sections will examine the formation of recrystallization microstructure in the 

experimental alloy on strips produced by rolling and HCE. The specific studies that will be covered 

are:  

o Grain structure evolution 

o Avrami kinetics (recrystallization fraction vs. time) 

o Texture evolution 

6.1 Experimental methods 

6.1.1 Material and strip making 

Recrystallization and texture studies were performed on Fe-4Si-4Cr in two different 

conditions, as-rolled and HCE (sample done by HCE). The material for the workpieces was 

obtained from Sophisticated Alloys Inc in the as-cast condition. An ingot of Ø4.3” and height of 

11.5” (plus hot top) was prepared by VIM and the chemical analysis reported 4.02%Si, 3.88%Cr, 

and interstitials (C, O, and S) < 100 ppm. A polished and etched cross-section of the as-cast ingot 

is shown in Figure 42. Hardness is 98 HRB +/- 1  (~ 228 HV) which is close the value reported for 

the as-cast in-home made material reported in Figure 18  (233 +/- 11 HV 0.5).  

 For the rolling condition, samples of this material were cut by EDM into rectangular 

prisms of 30 mm width and 10 mm thickness. After this, samples were hot rolled to 2 mm at 800 

°C and then cold rolled to 400 μm. Intermediate annealing was conducted at 800 °C for 5 minutes 

in an air furnace between cold rolling steps after every 25% cold-work. For samples in the HCE 
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condition, a slice of the ingot was hot forged ∼70% in two steps, the first at 1,000 °C, and the 

last at 600 °C. The cutting parameters for the HCE samples were: Vo = 3 m/s, Feed = 220 µm/rev, 

λ = 1.7, To = 160 °C, and a rake angle of 10˚. Metallography data on the as-deformed structure of 

the conditions are available in Figure 43. 

 
Figure 42 Fe-4Si-4Cr ingot cross section in the as-cast microstructure and hardness. 

6.1.2 Sample preparation 

For the recrystallization study, 1x1 cm samples were cut using a shear. Samples were 

annealed in a small air furnace for times ranging from 5 s to 50,000 s depending on the temperature. 

Samples were annealed at 600, 700, 800, and 900 °C. The loading and unloading procedure of the 

samples in the furnace was strictly repeated to reduce time error. Temperature was measured using 

a type K thermocouple in contact with the specimens. After annealing, all samples were ground 1 

mm on the edge surface of evaluation to remove the layer affected by remaining strain for the 

shear. This grinding operation was done putting special attention on maintaining the parallelism 

between the surface and the RD/CFD. Samples are evaluated in the cross-sectional area composed 

of the RD and the ND for the rolled sample, and the chip flow direction CFD and the ND for the 
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HCE samples. Silicon carbide paper with grits from 320 to 2000 were used to grind the samples, 

and a final polishing using 0.05 μm alumina powder dissolved in water and 0.02 μm colloidal 

silica. The samples were etched for microstructure examination using 5% nital for the Fe-Si alloys 

and 40% nitric acid aqueous solution for the Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy. The recrystallization kinetics were 

tracked by relative hardness measurements between the cold-worked and fully recrystallized 

conditions. Vickers hardness testing was performed with a load of 500 g (HV0.5) and 250 µm 

distance between indentations.  At least 10 indentations were made for each hardness and the 

values are reported as the mean  one standard deviation. The average grain size was calculated 

using the linear intercept method. The grain size distribution was done using the thresholding 

technique in ImageJ and the grain size of each grain was calculated finding the equivalent circular 

area diameter. A normal curve was fit to the grain size distribution of each sample for comparison. 

6.1.3 Texture analysis  

Texture analysis was performed in the as-deformed condition, intermediate annealing (IA), 

and in the fully annealed (FA) state for the rolled and HCE conditions. For IA and FA, samples 

were annealed at 800 °C for 60 and 3600 s, respectively. The texture analysis of the samples was 

done using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). All EBSD data was taken in the cross section 

composed by the RD and the ND (or CFD and ND for HCE samples) using a Quanta 650 FESEM 

equipped with an EDAX EBSD detector. All the data collected was cleaned up using a filter to 

remove data points with C.I. <0.1. Samples were hot mounted using copper filled diallyl phthalate 

resin, and then they were polished following the procedure previously described. A final polishing 

step was done using a Pace GIGA900 vibratory polisher for 4 hours in 0.02 μm colloidal silica. 

Macro texture is represented using the orientation distribution function (ODF) and pole figures 

(PF) that were built using data obtained from several EBSD scans. ODFs were built using the tool 

MTEX-5.7.0 utilizing the calcODF function which calculates the ODF from EBSD data with a 

statistical method called kernel density estimation. The PF were built using OIM analysis utilizing 

the harmonic series expansion method. Many EBSD scans were used for the calculation of each 

ODF and PF. The statistical significance of this technique to represent macro texture data 

compared to conventional XRD technique has been explored by some investigators. As explained 

by some authors, cubic materials require 500-1000 single grain orientations to have a good 
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statistical representation [90]. In this study, many EBSD scans were taken to obtain >500 single 

grain orientations for the FA samples, and >>1,000 for the IA and as-deformed condition. 

 

6.2 Grain structure evolution 

6.2.1 Background  

In metallurgy, annealing is a type of heat treatment designed to alter the microstructure and 

sometimes the composition of metal. Usually, annealing is used to transform highly deformed 

microstructures (like in rolled or machined strips) into fully recrystallized microstructures. 

Annealing has three main stages, recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth. Recovery is a stage 

characterized by rearrangement of dislocations into  lower energy configurations, but without any 

change in the grain structure. During recovery, there is a decrease in the dislocation density of the 

sample, which causes a small reduction in hardness. The second stage is recrystallization, and this 

is when there is enough thermal energy available to create new strain-free grains that nucleate and 

grow to consume the highly deformed microstructure. During recrystallization there is a large drop 

in hardness. Finally, there is grain growth, which results from extended high temperatures passed 

the time of recrystallization. If the thermal energy is sustained, the grain size will continue to 

coarsen, reducing the total grain boundary interface. Following there is more information on the 

nucleation and grain growth phenomena which are two essential concepts for the development of 

this chapter. 

Nucleation 

Let us define nucleation as the random formation of a new phase inside a matrix of the 

former phase [91]. In recrystallization, nucleation refers to the presence of small grains with high 

angle grain boundaries that grow and form a low-defect structure. Although the name suggests the 

creation of nuclei, they do not form during recrystallization. Nuclei are placed in the material 

during deformation. Just a few of all the nuclei activate and grow during recrystallization. 

Approximately 1 out of 1 million possible sub-grains emerge to be a growing nucleus [92]. The 
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nucleation theory explains how, among all the options, one nucleus transforms into a nucleus that 

will form areas with high angle boundaries and migrate and move through the high strained 

regions. There are three principal models to explain nucleation: migration of pre-existing high-

angle grain boundaries, nucleation by low-angle boundary migration, and nucleation by sub-grains 

coalescence. Following, Table 4 describes the fundamental notions of the leading nucleation 

models.  

 

Table 4 Key notions of the three principal models of nucleation. 

Migration of pre-existing 

high-angle grain 

boundaries: 

 

Nucleation by low-angle 

boundary migration 

Nucleation by sub-grains 

coalescence 

High-angle boundaries 

migrate easier than low 

angle boundaries. 

Pre-existing high angle 

boundaries will migrate 

towards grains with high 

levels of strain. 

The process occurs due to 

the reduction of stored 

energy that happens when 

defects are eliminated 

thanks to the migration of 

the boundary. 

There is reduction of the 

total grain boundary area by 

the migration of boundaries 

[23]. 

Understanding of the 

migration of low-angle 

boundaries is still very 

limited. 

This model uses the theory 

of polygonization to explain 

how high-stressed lattice 

regions suddenly transform 

into low-stressed lattice 

regions. These newly 

transformed low stressed 

lattices regions are capable 

to grow at the expense of 

the surrounding highly 

stressed lattice [93]. 

During recrystallization, the 

main migration occurs on 

high-angle boundaries, 

however low-angle 

boundaries also move, but 

very slowly, making it 

difficult to study [94]. 

 

Two adjacent grains will 

rotate with respect to each 

other until the lattices 

coincide and form just one 

grain. 

Reduction in orientation 

differences, and 

disappearance of sub-

boundaries, thus reducing 

stored energy in the 

structure. 

Many grains do the same 

until a zone with high-angle 

boundaries that would 

growth by boundary 

migration.  

Grain Size Growth 

Grain growth is the last step of annealing. Grain growth occurs at high temperatures once 

the material has undergone recovery and recrystallization. It is also the last step for a 
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polycrystalline material to lessen its internal free energy and the step that takes the most time in 

the entire process. The driving force behind grain growth is reducing the grain boundary surface 

area, hence reducing the total interface energy, especially for high-angle grain boundaries [92]. 

There are two types of grain growth, normal and abnormal. During grain growth, a collection of 

grains growing at a much more rapid rate than their neighbors characterizes abnormal growth. 

This turns into a microstructure dominated by a few groups of big grains. Abnormal growth or 

secondary recrystallization is the mechanism used to develop grain-oriented electrical steel. 

Normal growth, on the contrary, is characterized by a more homogeneous microstructure with 

similar grain boundary mobility rates throughout the sample.  

There is not an ultimate theory to explain the migration of boundaries. However, some 

studies have been published to demonstrate how the variation of composition, deformation and 

annealing parameters can vary the boundary migration velocity [95], [96]. 

6.2.2 Results  

The microstructure of a mechanically deformed sample depends on the mechanics of the 

specific deformation process. Figure 43 shows the as-rolled and as-machined microstructure for 

rolled and HCE strips. Highly elongated grains, known as flow lines, aligned with the rolling 

direction, and a heterogeneous microstructure characterize the rolled sample. The heterogeneity of 

the microstructure in Figure 43A is typical of rolled Fe-Si samples, and it is shown by the dark and 

white zones in the picture [97]–[104]. The differences in etching are related to the dislocation 

density. The dark zones correlate to grains with high dislocation density, whereas white zones do 

with low dislocation density. This microstructure heterogeneity is commonly seen in Fe-Si rolled 

strips. It could be potentially changed with modifications in the initial as-cast microstructure or 

with an annealing heat treatment after hot rolling. 

Investigations have reported information that relates this heterogeneity of the 

microstructure with the orientation of the different grains [9], [98], [105], [106]. These early 

studies stated that grains with low dislocation density are generally < 110 >//RD oriented, while 

darker grains, i.e., high dislocation density, usually have a < 111 >//RD orientations.  
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Figure 43 As-deformed optical microstructure, A) corresponds to the cold-rolled strip and B) 

displays the corresponding metallography of the HCE strip. Notice HCE strip has two distinctive 

deformation zones (primary and secondary). 

 

Figure 43B presents the metallography of an HCE strip in the as-cut condition. In contrast 

to the rolled sample, the HCE microstructure is more homogeneous.  Figure 43B shows the 

common elements of a machining-based strip, such as highly deformed grains, angled deformation 

flow lines, and two distinct deformation zones.  HCE strips are likewise characterized as having a 

homogeneous microstructure because of the existence of a confined shear plane during 

deformation. Microstructure homogeneity in the as-deformed condition is significant because it 

affects the grain size distribution of the annealed material. The more homogeneous the as-

deformed structure, the narrower the grain size distribution, hence better magnetic properties. 

Figure 44 depicts the evolution of the grain structure transformation of the rolled and HCE 

specimens as a function of annealing time at 800 °C. It is commonly understood that nucleation of 

new grains during recrystallization takes place preferentially in the shear bands, because of the 

rather high energy stored compared to the regions of lower deformation [9], [98]–[100], [107]–

[110]. Likewise, it is the case with the two conditions examined in this investigation. A closer 

examination of Figure 44 shows that nucleation is already happening at 30s, as the micrographs of 

the two conditions present small nuclei near the high deformation zones. The hardness differences 

between 0 and 30 s also supports the completion of recovery. As a comparison, nucleation in the 

so-called “white zones” of low dislocation density takes more time, and it is not noticeable until 

the 400s frame in the rolled sample. An analogous case is noted in the HCE sample, but the area 

fraction of low dislocation density is smaller than the rolled sample. Having a better distributed 

deformation in the microstructure of the HCE samples results in a more homogeneous 

microstructure in the early stages of recrystallization. Surprisingly, at subsequent stages of 

A B 
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annealing the hardness and microstructure homogeneity is similar for the 2 conditions showing 

that regardless of the manufacturing technique the final grain structure and materials hardness are 

similar. This is not the case for the texture of the samples, but this will be the topic of a later 

section. Figure 45 shows the grain size distribution comparison of the rolled and the HCE samples. 

For the rolled sample, the average grain size is 56 µm and the standard deviation is 31 µm. For the 

HCE sample, the average grain size is 67 µm and the standard deviation is 37 µm. The standard 

deviation is approximately 55% of the average grain size in the. two conditions, which confirms 

that after grain growth the rolled and HCE samples have similar microstructure homogeneity, 

although the median grain size is approximately 10 µm smaller for the rolled condition.  

 

 

Figure 44 Microstructure evolution throughout annealing time at 800 °C for the rolled and HCE 

conditions. 
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Figure 45 Grain size distribution of rolled and HCE conditions at 800 °C for 3,600 s. 

 

The grain size evolution in electrical steels is important at the final annealing stages 

because of the proven effect of grain size on magnetic properties. Several researches have 

examined the ideal grain size for electrical steels [109], [111]–[113]. This optimal grain size 

depends on composition and sheet thickness. A general settlement in literature is that, among 

commercial electrical steel sheets, the ideal grain size of approximately 150 µm. In this study, the 

investigators did not seek to discover an ideal grain size for the specific experimental conditions. 

However, later in the document, magnetic properties will be reported, and to have the best possible 

results, it is needed to determine an ideal grain size for the specific samples studied here. After 

completing a literature review and characterizing commercial materials of similar thicknesses to 

the samples produced via hybrid processing, it was concluded that 80 µm is the grain size targeted. 

The grain size-thickness relationship has an effect on the magnetic properties of electrical steel. 

The average grain size found in literature and in commercial materials is about ¼ of the strip 

thickness. Grain boundaries are known for being deleterious to the motion of the magnetic domain 

walls; thus, the bigger the grain size, the better the magnetic properties. However, having grains 

of a size equal to the strip thickness is detrimental to the magnetic properties as well. There is a 

reason why the ideal grain size should be a fraction of the total strip thickness, and it is related to 

the anisotropy of α-iron. If one has a material with grains as big as the strip thickness, there is a 
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possibility that some of those grains will have the hard direction of magnetization aligned to the 

RD. Having a smaller grain size reduces the likelihood of this happening.  

Figure 46 shows the evolution of the average grain size as a function of time and 

temperature for rolled and HCE samples of the experimental Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy. The samples 

evaluated are in the same condition as those shown in the as-deformed column in Figure 44. Figure 

46 shows an expected tendency where the higher the temperature, the larger the coarsening effect 

in the grain structure. Differences between the rolled and HCE sample are appreciable at 900 °C, 

where at times >1,000 s, the grain size of the HCE is about 40% larger than the rolled sample. The 

data shown in Figure 46 is a sub-product of the data collected for the recrystallization kinetics of 

the experimental alloy. This grain size evolution data sets the path for a systematic study of grain 

size effects on the magnetic performance of the experimental alloy samples. 

 

 

Figure 46 Evolution of the average grain size as a function of time and temperature. The rolled 

sample is to the left, and to the right is the HCE sample. 

6.3 Avrami kinetics (recrystallization fraction versus Time) 

6.3.1 Recrystallization kinetics - background 

The recrystallization kinetics of metal can be helpful in understanding the effects of 

annealing in the transformation from mechanically deformed to a fully annealed microstructure. 

The Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov (JMAK or Avrami) model can describe the isothermal 
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solid-to-solid transformation of a metal. Based on this model, the extent of transformation during 

recrystallization is characterized by an “S” shape, as shown in Figure 47. Another characteristic 

feature of these graphs is that the beginning (recovery and early nucleation) and the end (grain 

impingement and growth) are slow. In contrast, the middle part (nuclei growth) is characterized 

by happening fast [107], [114], [115]. 

 

 

Figure 47 Recrystallization fractions vs. annealing time curves for Fe-3.25Si wt% 60% cold-

rolled (from [115], with permission from Elsevier). 

 

One reason for the popularity of the JMAK model is its simplicity (which, in fact, some 

investigators think is a bad thing). Equation 6-1 is a simplified version of Avrami’s model, where 

𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑥 is fraction recrystallized usually measured experimentally, k(T) is the recrystallization rate 

constant and is a function of the temperature, and n is the Avrami exponent [116]–[118]. 

Equation 6-1 

𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑥 = 1 − exp[−𝑘(𝑇) 𝑡𝑛] 

 

Equation 6-1 can be mathematically manipulated to obtain an expression to calculate n. 

Using the Ln on both sides of the equation, one can find a new expression as follows: 

Equation 6-2 

𝐿𝑛(𝑘[𝑇])  +  𝑛 𝐿𝑛(𝑡)  =  𝐿𝑛 (𝐿𝑛 (
1

1−𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐
))  
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Equation 6-2 can be plotted in the form shown in Figure 48, which is an example for Fe-

Mn-C alloys. This graph is known as the Avrami plot, and from this plot, it is possible to do linear 

interpolation to find an equation with a slope corresponding to the Avrami exponent, “n.”   

 
Figure 48 Avrami plots for Fe-Mn-C alloys at various annealing temperatures (from [107], with 

permission from Elsevier). 
 

The Avrami model assumes random nuclei formation and isotropic and constant grain 

growth. Without these conditions, a strict representation of the recrystallization kinetics cannot be 

guaranteed using Avrami’s model. However, using this model is still helpful in correlating the 

recrystallization behavior between different samples. 

6.3.2 Results on recrystallization kinetics 

Figure 49 shows the recrystallization fraction curves for the experimental alloy as a 

function of time for the two conditions studied in this investigation. The starting cold-worked 

hardness of the two rolled and HCE samples are 359 ± 10 HV0.5 and 345 ± 12 HV0.5, respectively. 

The calculated strain is 0.3 and 1.2 for initial conditions of the rolled and HCE samples, 

respectively. 
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Figure 49 Recrystallization fraction of rolled (to the left) and HCE (to the right) samples as a 

function of time. 

 

The extent of recrystallization was tracked by relative hardness measurements as a function 

of time. The hardness data evolution as a function of time is available in Appendix A. The 

recrystallization fractions are calculated using Equation 6-3, where 𝐻𝑖 equals the hardness in the 

as-deformed state, 𝐻𝑓 is the final hardness or the hardness when recrystallization is completed, and 

H(t) is the hardness at each specific time.   

Equation 6-3 

𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑥 =  
𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻(𝑡)

𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑓
 

 

The curves in Figure 49  have the characteristic “S” shape described in the background 

section. This shape is distinguished for having a slow transformation rate at the beginning and the 

end, but a fast transformation in between. This behavior allows one to define the start and end of 

recrystallization as 5 and 95%, respectively, as shown in Figure 49 and Table 5. 

The start and end times presented in Table 5 do not show a pronounced tendency. For 

example, at 600 °C, the recrystallization time range is more extensive for the HCE sample, but 900 

°C is more significant for the rolled sample.  
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Table 5 Start and end of recrystallization range for different sample conditions and literature 

data. 

Sample Recrystallization Time for Different Annealing Temperatures 

T = 600 °C T = 700 °C T = 800 °C T = 900 °C 

Rolled 20  – 30,000 s 6 – 2,000 s 0.3 – 300 s 0.1 – 200 s 

HCE 10 – 40,000 s 10 – 2,000 s 1 – 600 s 0.1 – 100 s 

Literature [52], 

[115] 

300 – 10,000 s 3-100 s 0.2 – 4 s 0.01 – 0.3 s 

 

A wide range of information is available on the recrystallization kinetics of commercial 

electrical steel alloys. However, the variability of the experiment parameters is vast, making it hard 

to compare the data collected in this thesis to the literature directly. Table 5 also contains data on 

recrystallization times for Fe-3.25Si wt% from a source that, to the author’s knowledge, is the data 

with the closest parameters for comparison. This previous work was done in a similar temperature 

range to this study and for a 60% cold work reduction. For all the different temperatures, the time 

range of recrystallization is shorter for the Fe-3.25Si experiment. This difference is attributed most 

likely due to the lower solute content of the Fe-3.25Si alloy, but there are also differences in the 

amount of initial strain. 

Having similar recrystallization time ranges for the rolled and HCE samples is not 

something the author would expect from these experiments. Microstructural distinctions between 

the rolled and machined samples should drive the recrystallization kinetics to be different. The 

microstructure of samples formed by machining methods has a higher ratio of high-angle to low-

angle grain boundaries compared to rolling [15], [82], [110], [119]. Microstructures with higher 

fractions of high-angle boundaries nucleate and grow sooner because of the enhanced probability 

of having critical nuclei. Hence, the HCE samples should recrystallize earlier than the rolled 

samples. Additionally, the more homogeneous microstructure characteristic of HCE samples 

should be another factor making the recrystallization kinetics of rolled and HCE samples different. 

The author infers that the reason why the HCE sample does not have a faster recrystallization is 

due to the HCE workpiece's initial temperature (T0 = 160 °C) during cutting. This high initial 

temperature could lead to dynamic recovery/recrystallization in the as-deformed condition, and it 

has been proved that recovery can reduce the Avrami exponent, hence slow the recrystallization 

process [52]. 
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Prior studies and earlier in this document, it was demonstrated that dynamic 

recrystallization is feasible in machining-based deformation processes when the experiment 

satisfies certain conditions [14], [18], [87]. Adiabatic heating concentrated in the narrow 

deformation zone is one characteristic of machining-based deformation processes. As pointed out 

in section 2.7, the higher the initial temperature, the higher the final temperature of the strip [14]. 

Hence, it is possible to get enough adiabatic heating to promote dynamic recovery or 

recrystallization, depending on the final temperature. 

The samples studied as-deformed hardness are 359 ± 10 HV1 and 345 ± 12 HV1 for the rolled and 

HCE conditions, respectively. The results shown in Figure 30 showed that for a similar lambda 

and rake angle, the hardness of an HCE Fe-4Si-4Cr strip could be around 371 HV. This reinforces 

the idea that the HCE samples of this study have undergone some dynamic recovery.  

Figure 50 shows the JMAK plots of the data displayed in Figure 49. Displaying the data in 

this manner allows one to extract the Avrami exponent “n” from the slope of the linear regression 

of each temperature data points, as illustrated in Figure 50. 

 

 

Figure 50 JMAK plots of the experimental alloy for the rolled (to the left) and HCE (to the right) 

samples. Linear interpolation equation included. 

 

When nucleation and growth are constant in time, Avrami exponents are usually between 

3 to 4. The dimensionality of the grain growth determines one number or the other. However, 

experimental studies have shown that in situations where nucleation ends before the start of grain 

growth, the Avrami exponent is more likely to be between 1 and 2 [120]. In this investigation, all 

Avrami exponents were close to or lower than 1. Based on the literature found on recrystallization 
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kinetics for electrical steel alloys, a possible explanation for the low Avrami exponents can be 

based on the heterogeneity of the grain structure, as the recrystallization microstructures have 

illustrated in Figure 44. Previous studies have shown that for heterogeneous microstructures, the 

corresponding Avrami exponent can range from 1 to 2. This conclusion is supported by the fact 

that a heterogeneous microstructure does not comply with the assumptions made by the Avrami 

model of random nuclei formation and isotropic and constant grain growth [118], [121]–[123]. 

The dynamic recovery present in the HCE samples could also be a reason to the low Avrami 

exponent. After collecting and analyzing all the Avrami kinetics data, it seems evident that this 

model is not adequate to quantitively characterize the recrystallization kinetics of real samples of 

the new Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy. The heterogeneity of the rolled and HCE samples makes 

it complex to characterize. However, the data collected can be used for practical applications. 

Using the metallography and the Avrami model data, it is possible to plot a visual 

representation of the different stages of recrystallization for a range of temperatures (600–900 °C) 

and time (10–10,000 s). Figure 51 presents two diagrams produced and called annealing maps. 

These maps are a visual representation of the stages of the annealing process for a range of 

temperature versus time conditions, i.e., the annealing maps summarize in a picture the different 

stages of the recrystallization process for the Fe-4Si-4Cr samples. The author produced these 

annealing maps motivated by the work of Cuevas et al. [124]. They develop a discrete temperature 

versus time data matrix that compiles the various recrystallization steps of their TWIP steel 

samples. For the Fe-4Si-4Cr experiments, the author extended further on the approach of Cueva et 

al. and developed a procedure to get a continuous annealing map instead. 
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Figure 51 Annealing maps for the Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy. The rolling sample is to the left, and to the 

right is the HCE sample. 

The maps show the three main stages of the annealing process for a mechanically deformed 

matrix, recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth. Using the data of recrystallization fraction 

modeled by Equation 6-3, the start and end points of the recrystallization stage were as defined 

5% and 95%, respectively. Also, an alternative beginning to recrystallization based on the 

metallographic observations was defined. The author defined this alternative start point of 

recrystallization using the times where the metallography data revealed the first traces of 

nucleation. Note that these times lag behind those sensed by recrystallization fraction and are 

specific to the etching treatment used to reveal the recrystallized grains. Everything passed 95% 

of recrystallization fraction was defined as the zone of grain growth. After defining the boundaries, 

the data was gathered into a discrete matrix similar to the one shown in the paper of Cuevas et al. 

[124]. Using the matrix, a contour map was plotted to visually define the boundaries between the 

different stages of recrystallization. Different interpolation techniques were used to smooth the 

boundaries. There are similarities between the maps for the rolled and HCE conditions. One can 

identify some differences in the details like the recovery zone is bigger for the rolled samples, but 

this are small differences. The similarity of the annealing maps correlates well with the closeness 

of the recrystallization fractions and Avrami plots. 
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6.4 Texture evolution  

6.4.1 Background 

The easy direction of magnetization in α-iron (Fe – BCC) makes the concept of anisotropy 

relevant in soft magnetic materials. The magnetic properties of electrical steels can be significantly 

influenced by the total orientation of all the individual grains that comprise the whole material. 

Therefore, GO and NGO electrical steels exist, as explained in section 2.4.  

The texture of an electrical steel sheet depends on the multiple previous deformation and 

annealing steps. The texture imposed by deformation is not random. Dislocations move within a 

system of slip planes and directions during plastic deformation. The fact that each crystal structure 

has a set of preferred slip systems makes the texture of a deformed material very specific. 

Similarly, during recrystallization, the ability of a material to nucleate grains with specific 

orientations is influenced by the microstructure features. Finally, out of the many nucleated grains, 

which ones will grow to form the final microstructure can be influenced by the conditions of the 

heat treatments. GO steels (known for having a strong Goss texture) are an example of abnormal 

grain growth, where (110)[001] grains grow and consume a large portion of the matrix. This 

abnormal growth can only be achieved if a specific combination of deformation and annealing 

steps is followed. For more information, the author recommends [52], [125], [126] 

In this section, the author evaluates the texture evolution of rolled and HCE samples made of 

the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy. The rolled samples are expected to have similar results as have 

been widely shown before for other electrical steel alloys [9], [99], [101], [102], [106], [110]. For 

more information on the main types of texture for rolled samples and how to represent and read 

texture data, please read section 2.4. 
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6.4.2 Results and Analysis 

Rolled Strips 

Figure 52A shows the ODF at 𝜑2 = 45° of the Fe-4Si-4Cr rolled sample in the as-deformed 

condition. In addition to the ODF, Figure 52A also depicts the position of the γ-fiber, the partial 

α-fiber, and the θ -fiber in the Euler space, which are the main texture components of the results 

here presented. The three fibers were superimposed on the graph for visualization aid. Also, 

Figure 52B is an ODF at  𝜑2 = 45°  that shows the position in the Euler space of several 

orientations. Figure 52B and Figure 7B are used to compare the experimental data and analyze 

the results.  

 

 
Figure 52 ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45°. A) experimental data for the rolled sample in the as-

deformed condition. B) ODF showing ideal crystallographic orientations in the Euler space 

(from [51], with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Based on the ODF shown in Figure 52A, the texture in the as-deformed condition is composed 

of the γ-fiber, the partial α-fiber, and the θ -fiber. The first two are typically seen in rolled samples 

of BCC materials. On the other hand, the θ -fiber is not as commonly reported, but it has been seen 
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in previous studies [37], [98], [106], [127]. Strong texture components are present in the as-

deformed condition. Their peaks are located at (001)[11̅0] with an MRD of 21, (001)[11̅̅̅̅ 0]  with 

an MRD of 13, a component with an MRD of 13 deviated ∼10° from (113)[11̅0], and a component 

with a MRD of 10 deviated ∼5° from (111)[011̅̅̅̅ ]. Deviations in the texture components below 15° 

are generally seen on experimental data, and they can be due to errors in the experimental setup. 

The peak components are typical of a BCC rolled sample, although the MRDs are very high 

compared to results in literature which usually are around 7 – 10 [9], [99], [101], [102], [106], 

[110]. The high intensity of the texture components in the as-deformed conditions can be explained 

because of the severe microstructure heterogeneity discussed in section 6.2 and shown in Figure 

43. 

Some of the IPF maps obtained via EBSD for the rolled sample in the as-deformed conditions 

are shown in Figure 53. One can see in the maps two types of microstructures, a highly deformed 

with small grains phase and a long elongated with small deformation phase. The elongated grains 

are < 110 >//RD, and the small deformed matrix contains a series of different orientations with 

large portions of < 111 >//RD and some < 100 >//RD. In section 6.2, the author elaborated on the 

rolled sample microstructure heterogeneity. It was discussed that the as-deformed microstructure 

for the rolled sample was composed of zones of high deformation and zones of low deformation. 

The author commented that early studies stated that grains with low dislocation density are 

generally < 110 >//RD oriented, while darker grains, i.e., high dislocation density, usually have a 

< 111 >//RD orientations. The IPF maps shown in Figure 53 nicely corroborate the previous 

observations. 
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Figure 53 IPF maps parallel to the RD from rolled samples in the as-deformed condition. All the 

pictures belong to the same sample, but were taken at different positions. 

 

Figure 54 is a compilation of ODF sections and IPF maps that summarize texture evolution in 

the rolled samples. This figure shows the data corresponding to three conditions, as-deformed, 

intermediate, and fully annealed. The analysis of the as-deformed has been explained already. 

Similarly, the texture of the intermediate and fully annealed samples can be presented using the 

ODFs sections. The ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45° shown in Figure 54B depicts the texture of the 

intermediate annealed sample. The literature describes the texture of rolled samples after 

recrystallization as similar to the ones shown for the as-deformed condition [52]. Results shown 

in Figure 54B agree with what has been described in the literature. The γ-fiber is weaker, having 

only some of the texture components while missing the (111)[011̅̅̅̅ ] orientations as well as the 

(111)[11̅̅̅̅ 2]. The maximum intensity is located at (111)[12̅1], but the MRD is approximately 5, 

much lower than what was shown in the as-deformed condition. On the other hand, the α and θ-

fibers remain similar to the as-deformed condition, with just a few changes in the peaks with 

maximum intensity. All these changes result from the recrystallization of new grains in the dark 

zones (high deformation) and the reduction of the elongated white zones (low deformation). This 

effectively reduced the intensity of the <110> peaks, and it even shifted some of them.  Finally, 

the ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45° shown in Figure 54C depicts the texture of the fully annealed sample. 
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This ODF is considerably different to the previous two. You can still trace the three γ, α, and θ -

fibers but in this case, intensities are more spread throughout the Euler space. Furthermore, the 

highest MRD in this section is only around 2.5, which is considered weak, especially compared to 

the other two conditions. One can say that the texture of the fully annealed sample doesn’t have a 

strong grain orientation, which is ideal for NGO electrical steel. The texture randomization of the 

samples is an effect of the normal grain growth and the consequent homogenization of the 

microstructure. The IPF map shown in Figure 54C agrees with this explanation. 

 

  
  

Figure 54 Texture evolution during annealing represented with ODFs at 𝜑2 = 45° and IPF maps. 

A) as-deformed, B) intermediate annealing, and C) fully annealed. 

HCE Strips 

The texture analysis of the HCE samples requires a different perspective because 

machining-based sheet production has fundamental differences from rolling production. During 

machining, deformation happens via shearing. Shearing in machining is characterized by a narrow 
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deformation zone, high adiabatic temperatures, high hydrostatic pressures, and a different 

deformation path. For more details on deformation via machining, please go to section 2.7. 

The literature on texture analysis of deformation via shearing in BCC materials has been widely 

explored for ECAP (equal channel angular pressing) more than for machining techniques. The 

deformation that occurs during ECAP and machining is similar, and one can use the ECAP models 

to explain the result on machining-based experiments.  

There is some work on the texture analysis of Fe-Si alloys produced via machining [83], 

[84]. This work showed the texture evolution of Fe-4Si and Fe-6.5 wt% in machining operations 

using pole figure analysis. The authors demonstrated the relationship between the shear plane 

angle with respect to CFD  and the {110} fiber angle with respect to the CFD. Additionally, they 

showed the different textures in the primary and secondary shear zones and the texture retention 

of the samples after recrystallization.  

Following, the texture evolution of the machining-based sample of the Fe-4Si-4Cr will be 

presented. Results will be compared to the rolled samples. 

Figure 55 shows the ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45° of the as-deformed HCE sample. The 

standard 𝜑2 = 45° ODF section (𝜑1= 0 - 90°, Φ=0-90°) is not as commonly used in studies of 

shearing texture. One can see that not much information can be obtained from Figure 55 since not 

many of the typical shearing texture components are present in this section, and the ones that you 

could find at 𝜑2 = 45° are mainly located at the edges of the ODF section. Having the main 

orientation on the edge of the ODF sections is not ideal, especially considering that the peaks 

usually deviate some degrees from the ideal orientations. Table 6 contains the typical shearing 

texture components for BCC and their positions in the Euler space in shear deformation, and the 

notation of these orientations has been superimposed on Figure 55. The orientation components 

denote {hkl}parallel to the ND and <uvw> parallel to the RD. Figure 55 shows that only the 

(1̅1̅0)[1̅12] and the (112̅)[111] are represented in the ODF, despite both of them being deviated 

approximately 20°. A complete representation of shear deformation texture uses an ODF section 

at 𝜑2 = 45° with 𝜑1= 0 - 360° and Φ=0-90°; this section will be called as the extended ODF. 

Experimental data of the HCE samples is shown in Figure 56 using extended ODF sections. 
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Figure 55 ODF section at 𝜑2 = 45°of experimental data for the HCE sample in the as-deformed 

condition. 

 

Table 6 Typical orientation components in shear deformation of BCC metals (from [128],  with 

permission from Elsevier). 

 

In Figure 56, the author superimposed the texture components from Table 6. It is possible 

to see that some of these typical shear deformation texture components match the HCE 

experimental data, with some of them slightly deviated. Notice that the D1 ( 1̅1̅2)[111], D2 

(112̅)[111] and F {110}<001> orientations are close to the texture peaks shown in Figure 56 in 

all the conditions. Also, at FA, there is a high-intensity peak close to (110)[11̅2]. The data here 
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presented matches the data found in the literature for ECAP deformation texture [129]–[131]. 

Considering that the <111> is the hardest direction of magnetization in α-iron, almost all the main 

orientations in simple shearing here presented are detrimental to the soft magnetic performance of 

HCE sheets. Just the orientation F {110}<001> (Goss texture) benefits magnetic properties, and it 

happens to be close to some texture peaks in the IA and FA conditions. Still, it does not correspond 

to the highest intensities. 

Some reasons that can be attributed to the slight deviation are sample preparation, the initial 

high temperature of the HCE workpiece, the effect of the secondary shear zone, specially at the 

constraining zone in the sample, and variations in the strain path (that can be easily changed in 

HCE by varying lambda and alpha), and the initial workpiece texture.  
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Figure 56 Texture evolution during recrystallization of Fe-4Si-4Cr HCE sample using extended 

ODF (𝜑1= 0 - 360°)  sections at 𝜑2 = 45°. On top the as-deformed materials, in the middle the 

intermediate annealing sample, and at the bottom is the fully annealed sample. 

 

Finally, one common way found in the literature to represent texture in shear deformation 

processing is the pole figures, specifically the (110) pole figure. 

Figure 57 is a schematic of a (110) pole on the plane z that illustrates all the main 

orientations in simple shearing shown in Table 6.  
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Figure 57 (110) pole figure on the plane z illustrating main ideal shear deformation orientations, 

partial {110} fiber, and the partial <111> fiber (from [128], with permission from Elsevier). 

 

Figure 57 shows how using these orientations, one can construct a geometric representation of 

the partial{110}<uvw> and the {hkl}<111> fibers. More importantly, depending on the shearing 

conditions, one can estimate the angle between y’ and the ND axis, which is the same as the angle 

between x’ and the CFD axis. The later angle is important for electrical steel because it shows the 

angle between the {110} fiber and the CFD (or the RD if traditional electrical steel notation is 

considered). This concept has been explored already in previous investigations of machining-based 

production of electrical steels, and the results showed that HCE offers a unique texture control 

where the angle of the {110} fiber and the CFD can be engineered by varying the cutting 

parameters and the chip deformation path [83], [84]. The authors in these previous studies showed 

that there is a correlation between the {110} fiber - CFD angle and the shearing plane. 

Figure 58 presents the (110) pole figures for the studied three conditions. Using the same 

geometric construction shown in Figure 57, the author identified the <111> fiber and measured 

the angle with respect to the ND. As previously discussed, this is the same angle between the {110} 

fiber and the CFD. Notice that the angle is similar for the three conditions, and the texture intensity 

is similar as well, which shows retention of texture for the three conditions based on the pole 

figures. The differences between the texture analysis using ODFs and pole figures is a consequence 

of the limitations of using a 2D representation for a 3D shape. 
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Figure 58 Texture evolution of HCE samples using (110) pole figures. As deformed, 

intermediate annealing, and fully annealed. 

 

Everything considered, the texture of the rolled and the HCE samples have considerably 

different texture components. The two conditions retained the as-deformed texture well in the 

intermediate annealing but not as much after completing a full anneal as shown in Figure 54 and 

Figure 56. In the case of the rolled sample, it is possible to trace the original texture fibers (γ-fiber, 

the partial α-fiber, and the θ -fiber) in the fully annealed data, but the texture intensity is weak. On 

the other hand, the texture of the fully annealed HCE sample changes as compared to the deformed 

conditions, and one of the features that highlight is the presence of a peak of approximately 25 

mrd located close to (110)[11̅2]. 
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 MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

7.1 Background 

One of the specific objectives of this project is to produce Fe-Si-Cr sheet with core loss 

lower than commercial benchmark Fe-3.2Si wt% or M19. For this purpose, a new electrical steel 

alloy was developed with better magnetic performance than ~Fe-3.2Si wt% and good workability. 

Fe-3.2Si wt% is selected as a control alloy because this is the composition with the highest Si 

content in large-scale industrial use. Table 7 contains detailed information on the magnetic 

properties of commercial M-19. Also, Table 7 shows the magnetic properties data for an alloy 

called DI-MAX HF-10x, a material that will be explained later in this chapter. 

 

Table 7 Commercial control samples. DI-MAX HF-10x, M19 (0.35mm) [54], [55], [132]–[135]. 

Property DI-MAX HF-10X (0.25 

mm) AK Steel 

M19 (0.35 mm) 

AK Steel 

ρ (μΩ ∙ cm) 60 55 

Core loss (W/kg; 1.5 T; 60 Hz) 2.46 3.48 

Core loss (W/kg; 1.5 T; 400 Hz) 29.6 42 

Saturation Induction (T) 1.97 1.99 

Hardness (Vickers) 193 180 

Density (g/cm3) 7.6 7.65 

Yield Strength (MPa) 440 421 

Composition (wt%) 
 

3.3%(Si + Al) 

Grain Size (μm) 60 170 

 

Magnetic properties characterization was performed at Magnet-Physics Inc in Indianapolis, 

following ASTM A773/A773M-21 for DC testing and ASTM A927/A927M-18 for AC testing. 
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To evaluate the magnetic properties of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy, rolled and machining-

base samples were used. In addition to the experimental samples, a commercial material was also 

tested. The technique used to evaluate the magnetic properties is called the toroidal test (for more 

details about the test, please go to the experimental section in this chapter). This technique requires 

rings of electrical steel sheet to stack them up and form a small magnetic core. Figure 59 shows a 

schematic of the magnetic core and the rings used in this experiment.  

   

Figure 59 A) Schematic of the toroidal testing setup used in this project, and B) Fe-4Si-4Cr rings 

produced for magnetic testing via EDM. 

 

Chapter 4 explained that the maximum width available for machining-based strips of the 

experimental alloy was 2 in. This was a limitation to the size of the ring samples. There are some 

restrictions related to the geometry of the rings used for the toroidal test, like for example the ratio 

between the outside diameter and inside diameter. Still, there is no minimum or maximum ring 

size defined in the ASTM standard. However, in practice, a very small ring size is not desired 

because of the low intensity of magnetic flux close to the center of the toroid. For this purpose, in 

this research work, the minimum outside diameter that could be tested was 1.02 in. Figure 38 

shows the 50 mm FM+R strip of Fe-4Si-4Cr. This sample is the widest sample produced using the 

hybrid processing technique and is the sample that was used to test magnetic properties for 

machining-based conditions. The thickness of this sample is ∼205 μm, which is lower than the 

minimum available thickness of commercial M-19 (0.36 mm). Bertotti’s model shown in Equation 

2-1 illustrates the effect of the sheet thickness on the core losses. Basically, the higher the 

thickness, the higher the eddy current losses. Knowing this, a new restriction for the samples is 
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defined based on the thickness of the FM+R sample. In other words, the rolled and commercial 

samples must have similar sheet thickness to the FM+R one. Table 7 contains detailed information 

on a commercial alloy called DI-MAX HF-10x which, to the author's knowledge, is the most 

similar to the M19 commercial alloy for a thickness close to 205 μm. 

In this chapter, the magnetic properties of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy are tested and 

compared to a control sample of the commercial alloy DI-MAX HF-10x.   

7.2 Experimental methods 

The magnetic properties characterization was performed at Magnet-Physics Inc in 

Indianapolis. To evaluate the magnetic properties of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy, three 

conditions were identified as FM+R (free machining + light rolling), rolled (rolled sample of Fe-

4Si-4Cr), and commercial alloy (DI-MAX HF-10x). 

The details on the production of the FM+R samples are presented in chapter 5 (see Figure 

33). The ingot for the rolled sample (as well as the FM+R) was obtained from Sophisticated Alloys 

Inc and more detailed information is available in section 4.1.1. The samples were hot rolled from 

10 mm to 2 mm. After hot rolling, the plates were cold rolled to 400 µm with an intermediate 

annealing of 5 minutes at 800 °C. To obtain a final thickness of ∼200 µm, the samples were 

“sandwiched” between laminations of the same material and further cold rolling was done. The 

commercial alloy sheet was obtained from AKSteel in the fully processed condition.  

EDM was used to cut the rings for magnetic testing from each material (see Figure 59). 

After cutting the samples via EDM, the rings were heat treated at 800 °C for 1 h in a convection 

furnace with no atmosphere control. An oxidation layer was formed after the heat treatment and it 

is shown in see Figure 59. A thin layer Rust-Oleum-brand Crystal Clear Enamel spray was applied 

to one side of each lamination ring. This coating in addition to the thin oxidation layer were used 

to electrically isolate the different laminations of the stack. 

The mass of the testing specimens was obtained using a scale with 0.001 g accuracy. The 

inner and outside diameter was obtained using a caliper with 0.01 mm resolution. The material 

density was obtained using the principle of Archimedes. This data was used to calculate the 

packing factor and the cross-sectional area of the actual testing material.  
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The DC or quasi-static B-H loop was measured. The AC core loss curves was tested at 

frequencies of 60 Hz and 400 Hz and to magnetization levels from near zero up to the flux 

density level where the form factor of the flux waveform was approximately 1.14. 

DC testing was performed using a Magnet-Physik Model Remagraph C-500 Soft Magnetic 

Test System for DC magnetic properties in accordance with ASTM A773/A773M-21 Standard 

Test Method for Direct Current Magnetic Properties of Low Coercivity Magnetic Materials Using 

Hysteresis Graphs, and IEC 60404-4. Typical measurement uncertainty for ring measurements is 

approx. ± 1% for B and ± 1% for H.  

AC testing was performed using a Magnet-Physik Model Remacomp C-1200 test system 

which corresponds to ASTM A927/A927M-18 Standard Test Method for Alternating-Current 

Magnetic Properties of Toroidal Core Specimens Using the Voltmeter-Ammeter-Wattmeter 

Method, and IEC 60404-6 (digital method).  

7.3 Results and analysis 

One could say that the first results on magnetic properties in this thesis have already been 

shown in chapter 3. The resistivity measured for Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% was 85 ± 3 µΩ·cm. Strictly 

speaking, electrical resistivity is an electrical property of a material rather than a magnetic 

property. Nevertheless, as previously discussed and explicitly shown in Equation 2-1, the electrical 

resistivity significantly impacts the eddy current losses, which are the most important core loss at 

high frequencies. The electrical resistivity target was 80 µΩ·cm based on the value of Fe-6.5Si 

wt%, and the Fe-4Si-4Cr alloy showed a slightly higher resistivity than the targeted value. 

There are studies that explored the concept of ideal grain size for electrical steel alloys [112], 

[136]–[140]. These studies agree that there is an optimal grain size that reduces total core losses 

to a minimum. However, the optimal grain size changes due to variations in alloy composition, 

texture, strip thickness, and impurities. There is no comprehensive literature on the ideal grain size 

of thin (<0.36 mm) commercial electrical steel. Figure 60 shows the microstructure of a fully-

processed commercial electrical steel (DI-MAX HF-10X) with a thickness of 0.25 mm. The 

average grain size of the commercial alloy is 60 µm, which is about ¼ of the strip thickness. This 

grain size-thickness relationship agrees with data seen in the literature. Grain boundaries are 

known for being deleterious to the motion of the magnetic domain walls; thus, the bigger the grain 
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size, the better the magnetic properties. However, having grains of a size equal to the strip 

thickness is detrimental to the magnetic properties as well. There is a reason why the ideal grain 

size should be a fraction of the total strip thickness, and it is related to the anisotropy of α-iron. If 

one has a material with grains as big as the strip thickness, there is a possibility that some of those 

grains will have the hard direction of magnetization aligned to the RD. Having a smaller grain size 

reduces the likelihood of this happening.  

The microstructure targeted for the FM and the rolled sample is also shown in Figure 60. 

The average grain size for the commercial material is 60 µm, for the FM+R sample is 50 µm, 

and 70 µm for the rolled sample.  

 

 

Figure 60 Side-view microstructure of samples prepared for magnetic testing of commercial 

alloy (DI-MAX HF-10X), experimental alloy in machined (FM+R) and rolled conditions. 

 

The microstructure of the actual samples used for magnetic testing was evaluated via 

EBSD. Some results are shown in Figure 61. The HF10X and the rolled sample effectively 

resemble the microstructures shown in Figure 60. In contrast, the FM+R sample has a coarser 

microstructure. The coarse grain size is detrimental to the magnetic performance of the FM+R 

sample.  
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Figure 61 Microstructure of the three samples here studied, DIMAX HF10X, and experimental 

alloy produced FM+R, and rolled. Characterization done via EBSD with the crystallographic 

directions parallel to RD. 

 

The magnetic properties that characterize soft magnetic materials are a high magnetic 

permeability and flux saturation, and a low coercivity, core loss, and magnetostriction. DC 

testing results are shown in Figure 62. The DC loops are useful to evaluate the magnetic 

permeability, coercivity, and flux saturation. 

Due to the non-linearity of the magnetic permeability, there are many ways to report it. In 

this work, the magnetic permeability is reported using B values accompanied by their 

correspondent H. B5 [T] (B at H=500 A/m) is equal to 1.21, 1.17, and 1.25 T for the commercial 

alloy, the FM+R, and the rolled sample, respectively. Also, B20 [T] (B at H=2000 A/m) is equal 

to 1.44, 1.35, and 1.37 T for the commercial alloy, the FM+R, and the rolled sample, respectively. 

These results are also presented in Table 8 for more clarity. The permeabilities along the three 

samples at B5 and B20 are similar. The sample with the lowest magnetic permeability at the two 

conditions is the FM+R sample.  The commercial and the rolled sample switch places at B5 and 

B20.  
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Figure 62 DC testing results of the three sample conditions. The figure also shows a zoom-in of 

the first quadrant that illustrates some of the magnetic properties in more detail. 

 

The Bmax for the commercial alloy, the FM+R, and the rolled sample are 1.9, 1.84, and 

1.83T, respectively. These values are within the range of traditional electrical steel Bmax. The 

parameter determining the magnetic flux saturation in electrical steel is the Fe at% in the alloy. 

The samples of the experimental alloy have the same Fe at% (Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% = Fe-7.6Si-4.1Cr 

at%) and assuming a Fe-3.2Si wt% (Fe-6.7Si at%) for the commercial alloy; one can say that the 

commercial alloy has higher Fe at%.  

The magnetic core losses of the experimental alloy in the FM+R and rolling conditions and 

the DIMAX HF-10X alloy are shown in Figure 63. Overall, it is possible to see that the 

experimental alloy samples have a lower core loss over all the range of B(T) at the two frequencies. 

The rolled sample has the lowest core loss, but the difference between the FM+R and the rolled 

sample is slight (∼5%). A 5% difference is small and it could be experimental uncertainty. There 

is also the possibility that the difference is due to the texture and the surface roughness of the 

samples benefiting the rolled condition. The differences in the surface quality of the FM+R and 

rolled samples can be seen in Figure 60. It is possible that the small discontinuities on the constraint 

face (roughness of the grooves due to incomplete smoothing by rolling) of the FM+R sample act 

as disturbance for the magnetic flux, creating points of discontinuity which is not beneficial for 
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the magnetic core. Also, previous studies on magnetic properties of machining-based electrical 

steel samples demonstrated that during shear deformation, the partial <111> fiber strongly 

influences the magnetic properties [74], and considering the anisotropy of α-iron, the influence 

turns out to be detrimental. 

The core loss reduction of the Fe-4Si-4Cr rolled sample compared to DIMAX HF-10X is 

∼28% at 60 Hz and ∼35% at 400 Hz. The core loss reduction difference at the two 

frequencies is related to the higher electrical resistivity of the experimental alloy. Its core 

loss reducing effect is more noticed at higher frequencies. The magnetic properties studied in 

this work are summarized in Table 8. 

 

 

Figure 63 Core losses as a function of the flux density for the DIMAX HF-10X, FM+R, and 

rolled sample at 60 and 400 Hz. Comparison between the different conditions and commercial 

reported value of M19 (0.36 mm). 

 

This chapter confirms that the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy has better magnetic 

performance than high silicon commercial alloys. The benefits of the magnetic performance of Fe-

4Si-4Cr are even more significant at higher frequencies. Based on the calculations of the DOE [1], 

a reduction of 37% in core losses of electrical motors would save approximately 0.44% of all the 

electrical energy consumed in the US. This chapter shows that the Fe-4Si-4Cr is close to the 37% 

core loss reduction claimed by the DOE. 
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Table 8 Summary of all the magnetic properties examined for the three studied samples DIMAX 

HF-10X, and Fe-4Si-4Cr in the FM+R and rolled conditions. 

Parameters HF-10X FM+R Rolled 

𝝆 [𝝁𝜴 ∙ 𝒄𝒎] 60 85 85 

𝑩𝒎𝒂𝒙 [T] 1.9 1.84 1.83 

𝑩𝟓 [T] 1.21 1.17 1.25 

𝑩𝟐𝟎 [T] 1.44 1.35 1.37 

𝑯𝑪𝑩 [A/m] 54.9 29.3 31.3 

Core Loss [W/kg] 

@ 1T & 60 Hz 

1.7 1.3 1.2 

Core Loss [W/kg] 

@ 1T & 400 Hz 

17.2 13 11.8 
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 CONCLUSIONS 

The development of a new high-resistivity electrical steel alloy was studied in this thesis 

work. Also, the implementation and scale up of machining-based technology for electrical steel 

strip production was demonstrated. 

A new experimental alloy Fe-4Si-4Cr wt% was developed with an electrical resistivity of 85 

± 3 μΩ ∙ cm, which is higher than the ideal high-silicon alloy, Fe-6.5%Si. The workability 

experiments of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy showed that rolled strips of this new alloy can 

be produced, in contrast of Fe-6.5Si. Results also showed that this new alloy can withstand 

>75% cold-rolled reduction.  

The magnetic properties obtained via standard stacked toroidal test showed that this new 

alloy can have a 25% and 33% core loss reduction at 60 and 400 Hz respectively, compared to 

commercial benchmark alloy with ~ Fe-3.2Si wt%. 

Strips of the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy were produced via machining-based techniques 

FM and HCE. Strips with a maximum width of 50 mm were produced with a combination of FM 

and light rolling with a surface roughness comparable to cold-rolled sheets with Sa = 2.75 µm in 

the free face, and Sa = 0.56 µm in the rake face. 

The recrystallizations kinetics of Fe-4Si-4Cr in the rolled and HCE conditions were studied. 

Annealing maps were developed to summarize in a picture the different stages of the 

recrystallization process. It was demonstrated that the rolled and the HCE samples retain the as 

deformed texture well in the intermediate annealing but not as much after completing a full 

anneal. The rolled sample was characterized for the texture fibers γ-fiber, the partial α-fiber, and 

the θ-fiber. On the other hand, the texture of the HCE sample matched some of the ideal shear 

deformation textures with the presence of a peak of approximately 25 mrd located close to 

(110)[112̅] in the fully annealed condition. 
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 FUTURE WORK 

The future work that is proposed can be divided into two fronts: 1) alloy development and 2) 

machining-based production of electrical steel sheet/strip. 

 

Alloy Development 

The results showed that magnetic core losses in electrical steel could be reduced by 

developing a new high-resistivity Fe-Si-Cr alloy that considerably lowers the eddy current losses. 

Additional future work can resolve a method to integrate these high-resistivity Fe-Si-Cr alloys into 

production using the existing manufacturing system of conventional electrical steels. The work in 

this thesis was at the laboratory scale, and new challenges would come into play if this alloy is 

introduced into the traditional rolling system. One challenge that stands out is the purity of the 

initial elements and the necessity to perform decarburization annealing to reduce C wt% to < 50 

PPM to avoid magnetic aging. A systematic decarburization study is critical, and this 

characterization is yet to be done for any Fe-Si-Cr alloy. 

In this project, the Fe-4Si-4Cr experimental alloy was explored—other alloys with lower 

Si% and higher Cr% promise similar magnetic properties but much better workability. A partial 

study has been carried out by the visiting scholar Theylor Amaya and the author of this thesis, 

where alternative compositions were explored, and performance was evaluated in terms of 

electrical resistivity and ductility in a tensile test. The study showed five different alloys with Si 

wt%<4w% and Cr wt%>4%, with electrical resistivity ≥ 80 𝜇𝛺 ∙ 𝑐𝑚, and an improvement of 

ductility by increasing Cr wt% and reducing Si wt%. The next step in this study is to systematically 

evaluate the magnetic performance of these experimental alloys compared to Fe-3.2Si, and Fe-

4Si-4Cr.  

 

Machining-based production 

The results showed that it is possible to produce strips up to 50 mm wide using hybrid 

deformation processing (combination of machining-based technique and light rolling). However, 

there are challenges in the process that should be addressed to facilitate a transition to even wider 

sheets. One critical challenge is the cutting tool damage evidenced during the processing of Fe-
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4Si-4Cr wide strips via HCE. Additional work should include a study of the cutting tool 

performance where parameters like edge radius, composition, geometry, and manufacturing post-

processing (grinding of the tool edge) are explored systematically to optimize the machining-based 

production. Also, a direct comparison of the commercial cutting tools and the experimental tooling 

used for FM and HCE will help identify characteristics that are important to enhance the 

performance of the experimental cutting tools. 

Finally, a systematic study of the starting workpiece grain size effect on machining-based 

production of intermediate strips (12 – 25 mm width) will improve the understanding of the critical 

deformation phenomena and further optimization of the machining-based processes. 
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APPENDIX HARDNESS DATA FOR RECRYSTALLIZATION KINETICS 

EXPERIMENTS 

Rolled Sample Hardness Data (HV0.5) 

 

HCE Sample Hardness Data (HV0.5) 
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